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TO HIM.
A HUMBLE GESTURE OE INFINITE GRATITUTE,
ABSTRACT
The Doppler broadened annihilation gamma ray line 
Shape (511-kev) resulting from the interaction of 
thermalized positrons with a metallic lattice has been 
measured for a number of metals Cadmium, Indium,
Tin, Aluminium and Lead; either as single crystals, 
or in polycrystalline form between 4.2^ K and their 
melting temperature by means of a high resolution 
germanium detector.
Application of the trapping model to parameters 
derived from changes in the annihilation line profiles 
provides monovacancy formation energies for thermally 
generated vacancies..
Other phenomena and their possible effects - e.g. 
thermal expansion, meta-stable self trapping of 
positrons, positron zero point motion, di-vacancies-are 
explored in order to achieve a better understanding of 
the overall temperature-or defect concentration- 
dependance of the line profile and thus a better 
estimate for the vacancy formation energies of the 
metals studied.
A positron can be demonstrated to be an extremely 
sensitive probe of the environment in which it 
annihilates. By using the Convolution technique the 
probability of positron annihilation with Core and 
Conduction electrons can be calculated throughout the 
temperature range-or defect concentration in question.
Inclusion of zero point motion of trapped positrons 
in the analysis of these line shape profiles lends a 
possibility to estimating the trapping probability in 
a more direct fashion for some metals, and therefore an 
alternative method of testing some of the assumptions 
and conclusions of the conventional way in which the 
trapping model is currently, and widely, applied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Introduction
Positrons were first predicted by Dirac. If all the 
negative energy states for electrons are filled then 
the "sea" of occupied states is not detectable because 
all transitions are forbidden by Pauli's principle. An 
electron could make a transition to a vacant positive 
energy state if it obtained at least 2 m g C ^  energy when 
it would be observable as would the "hole" or positron 
left in the negative state.
In 1932 Anderson [1] verified experimentally the 
existence of the positron by the observation of tracks 
in a cloud chamber exposed to cosmic radiation at 
Pasadena. Positrons can be produced when photons 
interact with matter. Pair creation is forbidden in 
free space by conservation of energy and momentum and 
usually occurs in the field of an atomic nucleus which 
recoils with the excess momentum imparted by the 
photon. Loss of kinetic energy to the nucleus is small 
because of the relative masses. Small differences in 
the energies of the positron and the electron are due 
to the potential energy differences in the field of the 
positive nucleus.
The positron is entirely stable in vacuo but 
annihilates with an approaching electron, the exact 
reverse of pair production. On interaction with 
matter, positrons annihilate with electrons into gamma 
- quanta. Several early reviews [2] [81] highlight
some of the activities during the initial period, the 
1950's and early 1960's, in the history of positron 
annihilation.
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First attempts to correlate the difference between 
angular correlation curves at room temperature and 
very near the melting temperature with positron - 
defect interaction in metallic lattice are credited to 
Mackenzie [11]• Convincing evidence of the role played 
by defects was established when large similar effects 
on positron lifetimes were found [12]. A further piece 
of this puzzle fell in place when it was recognized 
that the temperature dependence of positron lifetimes 
and nuclear magnetic resonance line widths appeared 
remarkably similar. The nuclear magnetic resonance 
experiments had already been satisfactorily explained 
on the basis of vacancy - controlled diffusion process 
[3].
The issue had been obscured for a while because of the 
temperature indépendance in some metals like mercury 
and the alkali metals, which were nevertheless known to 
have large vacancy concentrations below their melting 
points. This is partly cleared now by predictions 
claiming the positron vacancy binding energies in these 
metals to be small [4].
Deformation or heating of the sample to elevated 
temperatures causes remarkable changes in the 
annihilation characteristics. Since these changes were 
too big to be attributed to bulk properties  ^“they were 
explained in terms of positron trapping by crystal 
imperfections. The classification and description of 
various defect types is considered at length in any of a 
number of references on the subject [5], [6], [7], [8].
In defects, where atoms are missing or their density is 
locally reduced, the repulsion between the positron and 
ion cores is decreased. Also the redistribution of 
electrons causes a negative electrostatic potential at 
this type of defect. Thus positrons see defects like 
vacancies, voids and dislocations as strongly 
attractive centres in the crystal.
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The localization of positrons at the defect sites 
has three important consequences broadly speaking
(a) The concentration of defects can be deduced from 
the ratio of trapped and free positrons which can be 
then utilized. The result of such positron trapping 
measurements in metal samples, containing an 
equilibrium concentration of vacancies is currently 
being used successfully to determine mono-vacancy 
formation energies [9], [10], [26]. It is similarly 
applicable to divacancies and even larger clusters that 
will trap positrons [13], [14].
(b) The annihilation Characteristics of trapped 
positrons reflect local properties of defects, giving 
thus unique information on their internal electronic 
structure [27].
(c) The annihilation characteristics of trapped 
positrons are to some extent different for different 
defect configurations. Thus the positron technique can 
be a valuable tool in the study of plastic deformation 
[15], [16], vacancy migration and agglomeration in 
irradiated materials and thus information about the 
interpretation of annealing stages [23], [24], surface 
deformation [25], fatigue [18], recovery and 
recrystallization [17], edge dislocations [15], volume 
defects such as voids [19] , [20], [22], with a 
sensitivity that is capable of differentiating between 
the type of defects produced in irradiated and rolled 
samples [21]. A classic demonstration of the 
versatility of the technique is provided by Lengeler 
etal [25] where information about trapping of hydrogen 
by vacancies and vacancy-hydrogen binding energy are 
extracted.
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The work embodied in this thesis is part of an ongoing 
programme concerned with defect formation and 
deformation - annealing studies in pure metals by 
positron annihilation undertaken in this physics 
department under the supervision of the Dr. P. 
Rice-Evans. Previous members of this group included D. 
Rees 194], T. Hlaing [95], and I. Chagler [ 96] each 
taking the programme a step further as far as 
experimental technique improvement and computer 
programming sophistication are concerned. This should Be 
stated from the ovlset since this work should be seen as 
a link in a chain, so to speak.
1.2 Thermalization and mobility
1.2.1 Thermalization
According to Brandt [45] when positrons are injected 
into a solid from an external source composed of 
radioactive isotope with positron-energy spectrum 
reaching up to a maximum value &maxf they are 
stopped in the sample with an implantation profile 
given to a good approximation by
6P(x) = exp (-a^ x) 6x 1.1
where 5P(x) is the probability that a positron 
thermalizes at a distance between x and x+5x from the 
entrance surface. . The mass absorption coefficient 
depends on the density of the solid, d, and on
Emax
max '■
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Na-22, with halflife of 2.58 years and E^ax of 0.54 
Mev, has a surface density d/a corresponding to the 
37% positron range of 24 [mg/Cm^], Thus the typical 
implantation range R+ is a fraction of millimeter in 
solids, and is little influenced by channelling 
conditions.
The positrons lose their energy via ionizing 
collisions, plasmon and electron-hole generation and 
finally by phonon scattering coming to thermal 
equilibrium with the host material. Brandt [45] argues 
that positron-positron interactions need not be 
considered in today's standard experiments and that 
results obtained by positron methods should be 
understood as representing statistical averages of many 
consecutive trials performed with single positrons.
The threshold energy E^h for relativistic positrons to 
displace atoms in solids through knock-on collisions is
Eth [Mev] = 0,5 [(l+0.05A)i -1] 1.3
where A is the atomic mass number of the target atoms. 
Most of the positrons injected from sources like the 
ones shown on the table below have energies less than 
E^h and, therefore, create no radiation damage in 
metals. Positrons in non-metals can leave radiation 
effects through electronic excitation and ionization.
Source Halflife Emax [Mev] Surface Density 
[mg/cm2]
Na-22 2.58y 0.54 24
Co-55 18. 2h 1.50 105
Co—58 71.3d 0.48 21
Cu—6 4 12.9h 0.65 32
Ge—68 275d 1.90 147
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The slowing down and thermalization times are usually 
assumed to be short compared to mean positron lifetimes 
in solids. Lee-Whiting [37] first performed an 
analytic calculation on the positron lifetime in a 
conduction electron gas of a metal by assuming a 
screened Coulomb potenial for the interaction of a 
positron with electrons. He estimated the 
thermalization time of positrons to be 3 x 10"12 
seconds. A more refined formalism shows that within 
10~15 seconds the positron energy drops from several 
hundred Kev to below the average valence electron 
energies and by 1 0 ” 12 seconds it is at about 0.1 ev or 
is very nearly in equilibrium with the lattice. The 
main reason for this very low energy, is that, in 
contrast to the electron case, there is only one 
positron in the sample at a time and hence the 
exclusion principle does not prevent it from going to 
its lowest energy state [46].
Carbottle and Arora [38] pointed out that most of the 
thermalization time occurs toward the end of the 
positron range and to reach thermal equilibrium from
0.1 ev may require times much larger than 10"12 seconds 
in certain cases. These calculations and the 
exprimental results of Kim etal (39) indicated that it 
was only in metals of low electronic density at 
temperature near 100°K that thermalization was not 
complete within a typical lifetime of 200 p seconds. ^
It was also predicted that the thermalization time j
I
increased with increasing electron density due to 
increased screening which weakens the coupling of 
positrons to electrons. The high resolution angular 
correlation exprimants by Kubica and Steward [35] do 
show that positrons in metals thermalize down to nearly 
liquid helium temperatures before annihilation. This 
indicates that phonon scattering must play a major role
—6 —
in the final stages of thermalization as was argued 
theoretically by Perkins and Carbotte [36]•
The apparent effective mass m* of thermalized positrons 
in metals can be deduced from the smearing of the 
angular correlation curve near the Fermi cutoff. The 
effective mass has contributions arising from the 
static positron-lattice interaction (band mass), from 
positron-phonon scattering [6l], and from 
positron-electron interactions (many-body mass) [62], 
[63]. The theoretical estimates for these effects 
combined yield values of m* =1.2m in alkalis [36], [40], 
[41].
1.2.2 Mobility
The motion of a thermalized positron in solids is 
limited by positron-electron interaction, described by 
electron-hole pair generation, by positron lattice 
interaction and by scattering off impurities. An 
understanding of the mobility and its temperature 
dependence is important for a proper interpretation of 
the trapping process at defects.
Owing to the experimental difficulties, there exist few 
direct measurements of the positron mobility in 
condensed matter. Mills and Pfeiffer [42] determined
the mobility of positrons in Ge, observing the Doppler
shift of the annihilation gamma as a function 
of the bias electric field across an intrinsic Ge 
detector. A similar technique was employed to measure 
the mobility in Si [43]. Estimates of the mobility 
U+ and the diffusion constant, defined via the 
Einstein relation
D = U. —  ' 1.4+ + e
are given by Brant and Paulin [34]. The mobilities in
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insulators seem to be a few percent of the electron 
mobilities at comparable temperatures. In semi­
conductors, the positron mobility is limited by acoustic 
phonons [42].
A few workers have tried to estimate the positron 
mobility and diffusion constant indirectly from defect 
trapping. However this is a tricky approach, because 
the results depend crucially on what specific trapping 
model is used. If the mobility of positrons is high, 
the trapping process is not diffusion limited and the 
extraction of diffusion - related parameters is 
not meaningful.
In metals the measurement of positron mobility is 
obviously prohibitively difficult, and one has to rely 
on theoretical estimates. Bergersen etal (44] have 
calculated the various contributions in a number of 
simple metals. The inverse relaxation time due to 
scattering off conduction electrons near the Fermi 
surface is
-I £  m (KT)^
e 4 m h£p 1.5
where is the Fermi energy. Acoustic phonon
scattering contributes a relaxation time 
and the relaxation time due to impurity scattering is 
proportional to (KT)”K  Bergersen etal [44] calculated 
the deformation potenial constants
where E is the energy of the lowest positron state in
the crystal of volume Ü  . They find that at T = 300*K
in pure metals:
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%  ranges between (1.5 - 8.2) x 1 0” 2^ g 1 
Tp^ ranges between (1.3 - 2.7) x 10”14 g 
[cm2 v ”l S”l] ranges between 1 3 - 2 6  
D+ [cm2 g-1] ranges between 0.3 - 0.7
The mean free path defined as
T + ^  1.7
where V^ . is the thermal velocity, ranges between 
(11 - 26) A°
The average diffusion length before annihilation, L, 
defined as
L = (6 t )^  1.8
ranges between 2100A* to 3800A*.
1.3 Positron distribution in solids and 
Annihilation characteristics
In a perfect rigid lattice of ions and its related 
electronic configuration a positron will be in its 
lowest energy Bloch state with nearly zero thermal 
momentum. As it is a light-mass positively charged 
particle it is strongly repelled from the ion cores 
and consequently its wave-function amplitude is small 
in these regions, increasing rapidly to become largest 
in the interstitial space between the ions. The 
spatial distribution of the thermalized positron has 
somewhat of a "swisscheese" character, the density 
distribution being relatively uniform apart from the 
"holes" around each ion due to the strong repulsion. 
The solution of this is achieved using Stott's 
pseudopotenial theory [47], [48], [49].
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The construction of a single-particle potenial for a 
positron in a metal is somewhat simpler than electrons. 
There is no exchange repulsion, and calculations based 
on a positron in a uniform electron gas [50] indicate 
that the positron-electron correlation potential is a 
slowly varying function of density, and will be swamped 
out by the electrostatic potentio^B near ions. To a good 
approximation the positron in a perfect metal moves in 
the Hartree potentCaB of ions and the conduction 
electrons.
In defected systems, the electron-positron correlation 
contribution may have to be included, in many cases a 
local density approximation will suffice [46]. The 
positron wave function for States near the bottom of 
the lowest energy band is separated into two factors. 
One reflects the strong repulsion of the positron from 
the ion core, and is insensitive to the positron energy 
or the environment of the core. The other is a smooth 
envelope, which is energy dependent, sensitive to the 
environment and reflects the positron distribution in 
the interstitial regions and/or between atomic cells in 
the crystal.
In a homogenous electron gas of density n the positron 
annihilation rate can be written as
X (n) = X ^  (n) Y (n) = 7T r^ nC Y (n) 1.9
where is the Sommerfeld free-electron formula, T q  
the classical electron radius and C the velocity of 
light. 7 is a density dependent enhancement factor 
caused by the strong electron-positron correlation 
which increases the electron density at the site of the 
positron. Brandt and Reinheimer [51], [45] suggested a 
practical interpolation formula for the enhancement
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factor and give
where rg is the density parameter
~3( 4&)
given in units of a^, the Bohr radius of 0.529A. This 
reproduces within a few percent the results of most 
many-body calculations [52], [53], [54] for 2 < Ts < 6
i.e. for the metallic density range. However the 
formula fails at the high-density limit Tg <( 1 ,
where the leading term is
X(n) = ^  (1 + 1.23 r ) (nS)"‘ 1.11
Most theoretical and experimental values of X for metals 
fall in the range 2 x 10^ - 5 x 10^
In real metals a positron has a non vanishing overlap 
with the more tightly bound "core" electrons, and 
consequently a faster annihilation rate than what would 
be predicted by the conduction electron gas alone. 
Especially large is the core contribution in 
transition and noble metals, which have an extrusive d— 
shell.
West [55], [56] has suggested that the annihilation
with the core electrons can be calculated using the 
electron gas theories by renormalizing the valence 
electron density n according to the description
"eff = n (1 + F7' 1-12
where and T y  are the partial annihilation rates 
with the "core" and "valence" electrons respectively. 
The ratio ft/Iv* can be estimated from the angular
—11—
correlation curves, which consist of a clearly 
separable gaussian core electron part and free " 
electron-like parabola. This separation is best done 
in simple metals, whereas it may not be so easy in 
some transition metals. The ratio Tq / T y  is simply 
Aq/Av where Aq and h y  are the areas under the gaussian 
and the parabolic parts of the angular correlation 
curve. Because of the uncertainty as to the higher 
momentum components from valence electron annihilations 
and the way in which the broad component should be 
extrapolated back to the origin. West [55] has once 
suggested that A^ should be taken, arbitrarily, to be 
80% of the measured area of the gaussian portion of the 
angular distribution.
West [56] also makes the point that the relative 
intensity of the broad component will depend, very 
largely, on the extent to which the positron is able to 
penetrate the ion cores. Thus in cases like (Na, Mg,
Al, Si) the compensating effects of increasing valence 
and relative ion volume cause core distributions of 
small and similar intensity. In the periodic sequences 
(Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge), (Ag, CD, In, Sn, Sb) and (Au, Hg, TI, 
Pb), the combined effects of volume and charge result 
in a progressive decrease of the core intensity.
The angular correlation and Doppler line-shape 
experiments measure the momentum distribution of the 
annihilating electron-positron pair. If the electrons 
and the positrons are treated as independent particles 
the many-body wave function is a Slater determinant 
and the momentum distribution of the annihilation 
quanta is
TTr
To (P) = — -—  2
(2n)3 i / dr exp (-i£.r) (r) (r)
1.13
where is the ground-state positron wave function
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and where the sum goes over the occupied electron 
states \pj- . The conventional long-slit angular 
correlation apparatus measures only one component, Pg, 
of the momentum distribution, so that the angular 
correlation curve is
1 (Pg) —J^dpx dpy T o  (P^ ) 1*14
which reduces in the isotropic case to 
I (Pg) = 2tt / dp p To (P) 1.15
In a two-dimentional angular correlation measurement 
the average is of course taken only over one momentum 
component.
For a homogeneous electron gas the independent partical 
approximation (1.10) gives the 2-gamma angular 
correlation curve
r^C
^ • 2 Î T  ^^F " ^z^ ^^F ” l^z*) 1.16
which is an inverted parabola the width of which is 
proportional to the Fermi momentum Pp. The 
independent-particle approximation does not take into 
account the strong electron-positron correlation and 
thus by integrating (1.16) over Pg one recovers the 
Sommerfeld formula for the total annihilation rate.
The effect of the electron positron correlations on the 
momentum distribution in the homogeneous electron gas 
can be included through a momentum dependent 
enhancement factor [52], [56], [57] e(P), so that
r(P) = e(P) To (P) 1.17
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e (P) can be written in the form
E(P) = a + b (P/Pp)2 + c (P/Pp)4 1.18
where a, b, c, depend on the electron density, b and c 
being in metallic densities much smaller than a# Since 
the core electrons are tightly bound to the nucleus, 
they are expected to be less perturbed by the presence 
of the positron than will be the valence electrons, 
which are to a large extent free. Some theoretical 
effort has been made to estimate the enchancement of 
the valence-electron density around the positron within 
the jellium model of a metal [51], [54], [58], [59]. 
Gupta and Siegel [57] argue that the enhancement 
factors for different shells of electrons in the core 
will be different owing to their different degrees of 
localisation. This may be taken into consideration by 
assigning a different enhancement factor for each 
shell, which may then be determined by a least-square 
fit to the S(r) curve in the small-r region -(where 
S(r) is, defined in real space as the Fourier transform 
of r (P) the momentum distribution of the annihilating 
pair in momentum space). It would then be possible to 
determine the anistropy of the momentum dependence of 
the enhancement factor for valence electrons if the 
angular correlation curves obtained using either point 
or long-slit geometry detectors were used instead of 
spherically averaged angular-correlation or Doppler 
broadened spectra.
1.4 Positronium Formation and Annihilation
A positron in a molecular substance can capture an 
electron from the surrounding medium and a positronium 
atom (PS), the bound state of the positron-electron 
pair, is formed. As the size of positronium is twice 
that of the hydrogen atom, positronium formation occurs
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mainly in molecular media which have relatively open 
structures.
The energetics of positronium formation is usually 
described by the so-called Ore gap model. It states 
that positronium formation is most probable when the 
positron energy during its slowing down lies within a 
gap where no electronic energy transfer process is 
possible. To capture an electron from a molecule of 
the medium with ionization energy the kinetic
energy E of the positron must be greater than E^ - Eps, 
where Epg is the binding energy of positronium. In 
vacuum Eps, is 6.8 ev but may be smaller in the medium. 
When the positronium atom is formed with kinetic energy 
greater than its binding energy it will rapidly
break up in collisions. Furthermore inelastic 
collisions will compete with positronium formation 
until the positron kinetic energy is less the Eg^, the 
lowest electronic excitation energy. Thus positronium 
formation is most probable with the energy in the 
range
Ei_Ep^< E < E^x
which is the ore gap. Its width can be used to 
estimate the positronium yield, the fraction of 
positrons which have formed positronium.
The ground states of the positronium atom are the 
singlet state or parapositronium, in which the 
orbital angular momentum L and the total spin are zero, 
and the triplet state, ortho positronium, in 
which L=0 and the total spin is unity. Since a system 
of two photons cannot have states of angular momentum 
equal to unity it follows that the triplet state cannot 
decay into two photons. Additional constraints are 
supplied by the requirements of conservation of parity.
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The charge parity of the electron plus positron system 
is [33]
C = Pi PL Pg 1.19
Where is the instrinsic parity which is negative for 
a particle - anti-particle pair, = (-1)^ is the 
spatial parity, Pg = (-1)^+1 is the spin parity.
Thus for positronium C=(-1 )B+S ig +l for the singlet 
state and -1 for the triplet state. The charge partity 
of the photon is negative and for a system of n photons 
C=(-l)n , It follows from conservation of charge parity 
that para positronium decays into an even number of 
photons and ortho positronium into an odd number of 
photons.
The probability of two-photon annihilation is 
considerably greater than that for one or three 
photons ; the ratios of the cross sections for the 
respective processes being [56].
°(3)/*(z) = *(.)/*(:) “ 1-20
where ^ = 1/137 is the fine structure constant.
The cross section for the two-photon annihilation of a 
free positron and a stationary electron was shown by 
Dirac [83] to be
a -
(2 ) Y + 1
+ 1 7 + 3^ n [ Y + ( Y - l ) ^ ]
1.21
where Y = (l-v2/c2)“ 2 and ro = is the classical
electron radius. At low positron energies, one obtains 
a cross section inversely proportional to the positron
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velocity v and consequently the annihilation 
probability
TT Tq
^(2 ) = °(2) ^ "e = —  ^ "e 1.22
is independent of the positron velocity and simply 
proportional to the density of electrons n^.
The ground-state positronium wave functions have the 
form
i|;(r) = (tt a^) ^ exp (-r/a) 1.23
where r is the relative coordinate and a = 2 hZ/moe^ is 
the Bohr radius of positronium which is twice that for 
hydrogen (the reduced mass is mo/2).
It can be deduced then that the decay rate of 
parapositronium is
r para = C li(i(0) F 1.24
Here |i|;(0)|^  = (tt a^)”  ^is the electron density at the 
positron and the factor four arises because equation 
(1.22) corresponds to the initial state averaged over 
spins, whereas in positronium only one of the four 
possible spin states can undergo two-photon decay. 
Substituting the values for ro and a, we obtain a 
parapositronium lifetime of 123 p sec. In like manner, 
when the expression for spin average cross section for 
three-photon annihilation [33].
a, , , = - 9) r& Ca 1.25
(3) 3v
is used the orthopositronium lifetime is found to be 
140 n sec.
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A comparison between the decay rates
reveals that the ratio of three 
photon to two photon annihilations for slow unbound 
pairs is about 1/370.
If however positronium is formed,the fraction of three 
photon events will be larger. Nevertheless since the 
normal decay of the orthopositronium atoms must compete 
with more rapid processes arising from the interactions 
of these orthopositronium atoms with other electrons 
and atoms in the system, this fraction will be reduced. 
These interations often result in the annihilation of 
the positron with an antiparallel spin electron from 
the surrounding; the so called "pick off" annihilation.
1.5 Temperature Effects
1.5.1 Effect of temperature on Annihilation
Characteristics
There are three main possible thermal effects to be 
considered aside from the temperature -dependent 
smearing of Fermi breaks due to positron thermal 
motion:
(1) Thermally generated lattice defects can 
trap positrons.
(2) Thermal expansion of the crystal lattice causes
a corresponding contraction of the reciprocal lattice 
and an increase of the momentum density in order to 
preserve normalization.
(3) The temperature also affects the intensity of
the high momentum components of the momentum density.
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Stott and West (49) argue that as the temperature is 
raised changes in the positron distribution, and thus 
in the core contribution rate, are mainly due to:-
(a) Anharmonic thermal expansion of the crystal 
which leads to a uniform decrease of the positron 
amplitude and thus diminishes the core rate.
(b) Anharmonic thermal expansioin leads to a 
redistribution of the positron density from the core to 
the interstitial regions because of the large 
interstitial space and thus a further decrease in the 
core overlap.
(c) Lattice vibrations cause an increase in positron 
density in any interstitial region which is 
momentarily enlarged by the thermal motion of the ions 
around their equilibrium positions.
Thus understanding how a free positron in a lattice 
behaves as the temperature is raised is a must if one 
is to draw any sensible conclusions about positron 
trapping at defects which will be treated in the next 
section. The reason is that such thermal dependence of 
the annihilation rate will also be present in the 
high-temperature region where thermally activated 
defects may act as positron traps, and it has to be 
properly subtracted if one wants to focus on the 
changes in annihilation characteristics induced by an 
equilibrium defect concentration. The state of things 
as they stand now, leaves a few points in need of 
further clarification.
1.5.2 The trapping rate
A problem that has caused considerable discussion is 
the correct temperature dependence of the
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positron-vacancy trapping rate to be used in the 
analysis of experiments to determine vacancy formation 
energies in metals by positron annihilation. The 
possible temperature dependence of this quantity which 
always appears multiplied by C^, the concentration of 
vacancies, seems to be an interesting problem from the 
theoretical point of view; since different assumed 
temperature dependences lead to only minor 
modifications in the deduced vacancy formation 
energies.
Theoretical predictions of specific trapping rate in 
vacancies proportional to Tz [97] [98], T^ [71] [99]
[100] and T” z [70] [87] [101] have all been suggested,
while the experimental evidence for positron-vacancy 
trapping rate proportional to from T& to T^ [1 0 2 ] and 
tO [103] is both scarce and contradictory. At the 
present time it would appear that the magnitude of the 
specific trapping rate for mono vacancies, as well as 
for other multi vacancies, is an open question. 
However, the theoretically suggested temperature 
dependences for the trapping rate are all rather weak 
when compared with the exponential temperature 
dependence of Cy and, hence, can probably be neglected 
until more concrete experimental or theoretical 
knowledge regarding this problem is developed.
1.6 Self-trapping
Self-trapping in metals was first suggested by 
Lichtenberger et all [8 8 ] [93], Seeger [70] and others 
in the context of any anomalous temperature dependence 
of annihilation characteristics e.g. in cadmium [8 8 ], 
gold [31], and indium [92]. Seeger [70] used an 
elastic continuum model with the positron coupled to
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the lattice dilation by a deformation potential, and 
suggested that a metastable self-trapped positron state 
would account for the observed behaviour in cadmium 
[8 8 ]. The idea has been examined in more detail by 
Trinkaus and Hodges [89] [90] and Leung et al [91].
A positively charged particle in a metal tends to 
localize about an interstitial site by displacing the 
neighbouring metal ions because of its repulsive 
interaction wih them. The relaxation of the lattice 
leads to a lowering of the potential energy of the 
system whereas the localization of the particle results 
in an increase of its kinetic energy. Whether a 
particle favours either a Bloch-wave type state or 
localized, self-trapped state depends upon the 
particle-lattice coupling and particle mass.
Seeger [8 6 ] argues that a particle with mass m+ and 
elementary positive electric charge may be self-trapped 
in a metal if
i|ir^ " \ a x  1.26
Here is the positron deformation constant [8 6 ] K is
an elastic constant of the matrix and Ko of the order
of magnitude 2 x 1 0  ^ cm “1. If the stronger condition
Kj^ax < 2 Ko/3 1.27
is satisfied, the binding energy in the self trapped 
state is positive ie. the self-trapped configuration is 
stable relative to a free or quasi-free (Bloch-wave 
type) particle. If however
2 Ko/3 < K Ko 1.28
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the self-trapped state lies above the Bloch-wave state 
by an energy
" ^0 ( ^ 0 ) = %  %o(i - r )  > °
+ max 1.29
In this situation, which may be realized for positrons 
in metals, the self-trapped positron state is 
metastable with respect to the Bloch-wave state. It is 
virtually unpopulated at temperatures T  <^Co/ K g  . At 
temperatures T  Kg practically all positrons are in
the self-trapped state.
At intermediate temperatures the probability that a 
positron is self-trapped is given by
fst = [ 1 + A"1 Tl'5 exp ( ^ o/Kb T)]"1 1.30
According to Trinkaus and Hodges [89] positron 
self-trapping should occur, if it ever does, in 
high-valence metals like Pb, In, and Al.
1.7.1 Equilibrium concentrations and formation 
energies and entropies
The formation of a vacancy can be .described as the 
removal of one interior atom from the crystal and 
replacement of the atom on the crystal surface. The 
vacancy formation energy is defind as the corresponding 
energy change for the whole crystal. Since the 
configurational entropy of vacancy formation is 
determined solely by the number of different ways in 
which n vacancies and N atoms may be distributed among 
(N + n) sites, the total change of the Gibbs free 
energy of the system when n vacant lattice sites are
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created can be written as
n cfy = n (Eiy-TSiv^th)+KT(N In N + n In n ) 1.31
N+n N+n
f
where T, K ,g are the absolute temperature, the 
Boltzmann's constant and thermal or vibrational entropy 
respectively [72].
The introduction of vacancies therefore lowers the free 
energy of the crystal until an equilibrium 
concentration is reached; after which G again 
increases. The equilibrium number of vacant sites is 
obtained when dG/dn = 0
Differentiating (1.31) leads to
Civ = n/N = exp (sfy^thA) exp (-Ei^/KT) 1.32
For n<cN where Cpv is the atomic concentration of 
vacant sites. For all metals studied to date, since 
the equilibrium vacancy concentrations are indeed 
rather small, the ensemble of vacancy defects present 
under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium can be 
more than adequately described by a system including 
only mono, di, and sometimes tri-, vacancies. However, 
if the primary concern is with systems of mono and 
divacancies, the total equilibrium vacancy 
concentration is given by
Cv = = exp (sfy/K) exp (-E^^KT)
+ 2g,^exp ((2S^^ - S®^)/K] exp [ -  2E^^)/KT]
1.33
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where are the entropy and enthalpy of
binding of the divacancy and where g2v is a constant 
related to the geometric configuration of the divacancy 
[73]. The entropies and enthalpies in equation (1.25) 
may be slightly temperature dependent [28] [72] [85]
due to an aparent "softening" of the interatomic 
potential caused by the change in the interatomic 
distances associated with thermal expansion.
While it would be most desirable to be able to measure 
the individual 0 %^, in most experiments only Cy or a 
property proportional to it can be measured as a 
function of. temperature in order to obtain information 
regarding the vacancy concentrations in metals. The 
effective vacancy formation enthalpy is given by
gf = 6 Ln C^(T)
^ 6 (1/KT) 1"34
The thermal expansion measurements cover, with 
reasonable accuracy, the concentration range 1 0 “ 3 to 
1 0 “ 4 where the effective formation enthalpy is likely 
to contain a significant contribution from divacancies. 
On the other hand the range of measurements of with 
positron techniques extends from about 1 0 “ 4 to 
10*7 with maximum accuracy about 3.5 x 10*6 [g] [10].
The contribution of divacancies to the effective 
formation enthalpy in this range is indeed negligible 
except, maybe, towards the top of it.
1.7.2 Experimental determination of formation energies
Perhaps the most reputable method of determining 
formation energies is differential dilatometry. The
technique, based upon the difference betwen the 
dilatations of the macroscopic crystal volume and the
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average microscopic lattice volume (i.e. average unit 
cell volume) caused by the presence of a uniform random 
distribution of point centres of dilatation (e.g. 
vacancies), established itself in a series of classic 
papers [104] [105] [106] by Simmons and Balluffi on the
FCC metals Al, Ag, Au and Cu. The temperature range 
over which the difference in the fractional change in 
the length and the lattice parameter of a thin specimen 
can be determined with useful accuracy is reasonably 
narrow since one is considering a small difference 
between large quantities. The determination is poor 
for concentrations as low as 1 0*5 .
A second technique capable of providing absolute 
vacancy concentrations is the measurement of specific 
heat as a function of temperature using calorimetric 
techniques.
Nevertheless, since for most metals the main part of 
the high temperature rise of the specific heat is 
considered due to lattice anharmonicity and not due to 
vacancies, this technique is considered less suitable 
for the study of formation energies.
Another method involves measurements of electrical 
resistance at high temperature. The main drawback of 
this technique however is the fact that, because of 
anharmonic effects, the temperature dependence of the 
electrical resistivity due to phonon scattering is not 
well known.
Quenching experiments to study non-equilibrium 
concentrations of vacancies by studying the quenched-in 
resistivity is a fourth technique [107]. Seeger [28], in 
arguing the merits and shortcomings of non-equilibrium 
techniques, points out that in this method the sample
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history itself plays an important role in addition to 
other difficulties like the unknown degree of 
association of vacancies to form clusters, high 
sensitivity to impurities and, in general, a more 
involved theoretical approach.
A more comprehensive review of all of these techniques 
and others can be found in several recent surveys 
discussing self-diffusion, equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium studies [72] [73] [108].
1.8 The Trapping Model
A simple rate theory [6 6 ] describing the trapping of 
positrons [67], [6 8], [45] has been applied with great 
success to the results from experiments using lifetime, 
angular correlation and Doppler-broadening techniques.
A rate equation approach involving time-independent 
transition rates K^j (K^j ^  Kj^, = 0 ) is used to
describe the decay of a positron population. In a 
general case where positrons may exist in a spectrum of 
quasi-stationary states s, each characterized by a 
particular annihilation rate X ( s ), with relative 
probabilities given by a suitable normalized 
distribution fuction P(s), any initial positron 
population decays as
N
n (t) = Z n. (t)
i ^ 1.35
where n^ft) are determined by a set of coupled 
differential equations
d n. (t) N N
— TT  + (X. + Z K..)n. (t) = Z k.. n. (t)i. 3 5
dt 1 13 1 31 3
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if kij >> X^for all i,j approximate solutions of the 
form
■ /
1.37
X(S) P(S) dS
can be obtained. For the case N=2 [5 4 ]^ [65]
n ( t ) = n^ exp
(X K + X K ) 
1 2 1____ 2 1 2
K + K 
21 12
1.38
The simple trapping models [6 6 ], [67], [6 8 ] assume that 
at sometime t=0 (<< ) all the positrons exist in a
common delocalized state in which they can either 
annihilate or make transitions to other states in or 
around structural or other defects. If the 
probability of further transitions (ie. escape from the 
traps) is negligibly small we can rewrite (1.36) as
d n (t)
 ^ ---  + (X + Z K .) n (t) = O
Clt 1 , . n 1 j 1
1.39a
and
K . n (t) 
1 ] 1 1.39 b
for all j t 1 .
Application of the appropriate boundary conditions, 
nj (o) = dQ yields a discrete spectrum
n(t) = n 1 - Z
j n
exp-(X +e)t + E ’^ o^lj exp (-X.t)
1 j n  x,-Xj+ ]
1.40
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where k  = Ç  K-|j
This is normally translated into formulae like
N
K t )  = Ç  exp (“A^t) 1.41
1
when used in positron lifetime spectra analysis, where 
I 1 refers to a component's intensity. Observable 
effects of positron trapping will occur in lifetime 
spectra whenever the corresponding j is of the same 
order as X -j ,  and the Xj is sufficiently different from 
X^ . Should the first of these conditions be satisfied 
at a sufficiently low concentration of traps, Cj, the 
relation
Kij = Vij Cj 1.42
will be applicable, where v^j is the appropriate 
trapping rate. A change in the concentration of traps 
can then be followed through the consequent changes in 
an annihilation characteristic or the appropriate 
component intensity.
If the specific case of vacancy trapping is considered 
with the notation that the number and decay rate of free 
positrons is denoted by nf and Xgrespectively, the 
atomic concentration of vacancy traps is Cy(T), the 
positron trapping rate per lattice vacancy is v and the 
number and decay rate of trapped positrons at vacancy
sites is given by n^  ^ and X^  ; the rate equations for
the trapping model describing the time dependence of 
the number of free and trapped positrons are
d n_p (t)
"dF" ^ ^f - V Cy(T) n^(t) 1.43a
“28“
d n , (t)
-dt- = - ^d "d't) + V C^(T) n^(t)
1.43b
initially ng(0 ) positrons are injected into the defective 
sample and n^(0)=0. Therefore
n(t) = "f (^f-^d) exp [-(X,+pC )t]
Xj-Xd+yCv
+ n^(0)vC^ exp(-X^t)
X^-Xd+vC.^ 1.44
which indicates that positrons annihilating in a 
material containing defects will do so with two 
distinct lifetimes (X^ + vC.^)“ ^and X ~ \  Since the 
total annihilation rate is found from
1.45
The mean lifetime is given as
R(t) t dt
^d +
Xd(Xf+vCv> 1.46
The connection with vacancy formation parameters is 
made via equations of the form
F F
Civ = exp (Siv/K) exp (- Hiv/ KT) 1.47
— 29“
Where and K are the monovacancy
concentration, entropy of formation, enthalpy of 
formation and the Boltzmanns constant respectively.
More comprehensive treatments of the trapping model 
describing multiple trapping phenomena, effects of 
impurities and dilute alloys, possibility of thermal 
detrapping are to be found in Seeger's work [28] , [69] 
and Brandt's [45], [6 6 ].
1.9 Positron Techniques
1.9.1 Introduction
While differential dilatometry is the only equilibrium 
technique presently available for the generally 
reliable determination of Cy in metals, positron 
annihilation spectroscopy has become in recent years a 
new and sensitive method for investigating the 
temperature dependence of vacancy concentrations in 
metals. The behaviour of positrons in metals must be 
studied through the gamma irradiation emitted during 
the annihilation process. There are three types of 
measurements that may be performed:
1) Measurement of the positron lifetimes or, more 
precisely, of the positron decay spectrum.
2) Measurement of the angular correlation of the 
two-quanta annihilation radiation.
3) Measurement of the Doppler broadening of the 0.511 
Mev. photon annihilation line.
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1,9.2 Positron Lifetimes
For lifetime measurements one has to use positron 
sources which emit a fairly strong gamma radiation in 
coincidence with positrons, such as 22^^. The 
coincidence radiation is used to trigger an "electronic 
clock" at the birth of a positron. It is triggered off 
at its death by the subsequent detection of the 0.511 
Mev. photon when the positron annihilates with a 
lattice eletron. The technique is reviewed in detail 
by Bell [74] and Gedcke et al [75] , [76]. A fast-slow 
delayed coincidence system records the annihilation 
time spectrum. The detectors consist of fast plastic 
scintillators coupled to fast photomultiplier tubes.
The energy windows of the single-channel analysers in 
the slow channels are adjusted so that one of the 
detectors is assigned, exclusively, to registering the 
birth gamma ray, while the other, exclusively, 
registers the annihilation gamma ray; of individual 
positrons. The fast signals from the anodes of the 
photomultipliers are fed to timing discriminators to 
produce time signals. The output pulses from the 
time-to-amplitude converter are then transferred to a 
multichannel analyser through a linear gate driven by 
the coincidences in the slow channel ie. the output 
pulses are accepted only if the corresponding start and 
stop signals have correct energy values determined by 
the windows of the single-channel analysers.
The lifetime of the positron gives a measure of the 
electron density at the positron position. If 
positrons annihiliate from different states in the 
sample the result is a multi exponential lifetime 
spectrum. The two principal methods for analysing the 
measurements are;
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a) .A sum of exponential decay functions is convoluted 
with the instrumental time resolution function and then 
fitted to the experimental data in order to find the 
lifetime values and relative intensities associated 
with the different components. The resolution 
function is determined by measuring the pulse height 
distribution from a source such as 60co that emits two 
coincident gamma rays.
b) If the positron decay may be described by a single 
lifetime as is the case for annealed metals, the 
difference in the centroids of the time resolution 
function and the positron decay function is equal to 
the positron lifetime in the free state.
For (a), in cases where individual components have 
rather close decay values, the result of the curve 
fitting is quite ambiguous; whereas for (b) adequate 
precision requires a very high degree of time stability 
of the electronics [78].
1.9.3 Angular Correlation
If both members of an annihilating electron-positron 
pair are at rest, the conservation of energy and linear 
momentum demands that in two-photon annihilation the 
two gamma rays are emmited with exactly the same energy 
= moC2 where m^ is the electron or positron rest 
mass) and in exactly opposite directions with linear 
momentum By = m^C. If the annihilating pair has a non 
vanishing linear momentum P, this symmetry is lost, and 
the direction of the gamma rays differ,?from 180° ^7 a 
small angle.
0 = P/moC 1.48
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Measurements of the angular correlation of the 
directions of the photons resulting from a 2-gamma 
annihilation furnish thus information on the linear 
momentum and hence on the velocity of the annihilating 
pair. Since it is usually assumed that the positron is 
thermalized and essentially at rest, what is being 
measured in effect is the distribution of electron 
momenta. Measurements by Stewart [79] have shown that 
electron-positron correlation does not appreciably 
disturb the momentum distribution of the annihilation 
photons. This is a result of the fact that the 
operator corresponding to the centre of mass momentum 
commutes with the Coulomb energy operator of the 
electron-positron pair.
If the direction of observation is chosen as the 
Z-direction and the conventional long slit geometry is 
used [79], the counting rate into the momentum region 
moCQ and moC(0-i-d9 ) . is given by . [80].
N ^ O )  = A yyr(p^,Py,m^C9) d p^ d Py 1.49
— oO —c*0
where A is a constant
The total area under the angular correlation curve is 
proportional to the total annihilation rate (which is 
equal to the reciprocal lifetime). If the geometrical 
conversion factor is known, the positron lifetime may 
thus be obtained from angular correlation experiments.
It can be shown that annihilation with a gas of free 
electrons [28] leads to
N (0) = B(p2 - V l )
^ F Z 1.50
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where Pp is the Fermi momentum and B a constant.
Experimentally one finds that in most metals such an 
inverted parabola Nz(0 ) is superimposed on a much 
broader, more slowly varying background, which is often 
approximated by a gaussian. The main contributions to 
this background come from deviations of the Bloch waves 
of the conduction and valence electrons from plane 
waves, from positron annihilation with core electrons, 
and from excluded volume effects.
When positrons are trapped in bound states, the part of 
the angular correlation curve associated with core 
electrons is suppressed relative to the approximately 
"free-electron contribution". Measurements of the 
changes in peak counting rate as a function of 
temperature have been used to determine vacancy 
formation energies [1 0 ] [26].
Angular correlation experiments are performed by 
measuring the counting rate as a function of angle for 
coincidence between 2-photon annihilation. The 
techniques are considered in detail in literature [81] 
[82]. Although the coincidence count rate is rather 
low, it is offset by the superb angular resolution of 
less than half a milliradian that can be easily 
obtained.
1.9.4 Doppler-broadening
A non vanishing velocity component of the annihilating 
electron-positron pair in the x-direction (i.e along 
the direction of emmitted photons) cannot be resolved 
in an angular correlation experiment and hence the 
integration over in equation (1.49). Nevertheless 
such a velocity component gives rise to a Doppler
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Y Birth(1.28Mev) Y annihilation 
(511Kev- AE)
Lifetime
Sample
^Anpru-lar Correlation
(180 + ôe)
e source
Y annihilation
(511 Kev +AE) Doppler-broadeninp:
EIG-.1.1 Schematic representation of positron
annihilation indicating the bases for the 
three experimental techniques : lifetime, 
angular correlation,and Doppler-broadening
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broadening of the annihilation line at 511 Kev. The 
longitudinal Doppler shift formula is
E = Eq (1 + Vx/C) ’ 1.51
where is the centre of mass velocity and E^ is the 
rest energy of an electron. Assuming the positron to 
be at rest = i where is the electron
velocity. For an isotropic medium all of the momentum 
components are equivalent and we can write
Px = Ez “ hIq CS 1.52
where P x , Pg are the x and z components are of 
electron momentum in these directions respectively. 
Therefore
E-Eo = AE = ± ^ _ =  ± ^  ± ^  E^ = ± I E^e
o o
1.53
So, in principle, the Doppler-broadening of the 
annihilation line, due to motion of the annihilating 
pair, provides the same information about the 
distribution of electrons as angular correlation 
measurements. However there is a considerable 
difference in the resolutioin which can be achieved.
The Doppler broadening resolution, even with the best 
available Ge and Ge (Li) detectors, is a factor 10 to 
20 larger than that achievable in angular correlation. 
Because of the addition of the normal line width of the 
detector-amplifier combination to Doppler-broadening 
effects, only a very high resolution system will show 
annihilation broadening effects in measurable 
quantities [81] [84] .
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Annihilation of positrons at rest with a gas of free 
electrons with Fermi velocity Vp yields an annihilation 
eneregy spectrum which is an inverted parabola centred 
at moc^ and extending from moc^ (l-Vp/2c) to 
moc^(l+Vp/2c). The velocities of core electrons are, 
on the average, larger than those of conduction 
electrons and therefore their contribution to the 
energy distribution is much broader. Similar to the 
angular correlation case it is usually represented by a 
Gaussian function centred at moc^* distinct
advantages of the Doppler-broadening technique, when 
compared with angular correlation experiments, are 
basically due to its simplicity. It requires only one 
detector, no coincidence circuitry, a small source 
strength and permits very rapid data collection. The 
counting statistics are therefore very good and may, 
for certain applications, more than compensate the 
disadvantages connected with poor resolution.
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2, Experimental Techniques and Equipment
2.1 Description of the measuring system
The original pulse shape at the detector 
terminals is modified by the chain of electronic 
processing components through which the signal passes 
before analysis. The two basic reasons for this 
processing are firstly to shorten the response time of 
the detector so that pulses do not overlap and create 
errors in amplitude measurements and secondly to 
enhance the signal - to - noise ratio.
Figure (2.1) shows a block diagram of the 
system. The heart of the system is a high resolution 
..Princeton Gamma - Tech (PGT) intrinsic germanium 
detector. It is mounted at the end of a cold finger in 
a cryostat and has an active area of 200 mm^ and its 
thickness is 10 mm. It is powered by a Tennelac TC 941 
high voltage power supply. The recommended operating 
bias is - 2200 volts. Coupled to the detector is a 
preamplifier the heart of which is a field-effect 
transistor. The preamplifier uses optical feedback and 
there is a reset pulse (8 micro second rise time) that 
is generated periodically to compensate for: (a) 
leakage current in the detector and (b) detector 
currents caused by absorbed radiation. The output 
pulses from the preamplifier are of positive polarity. 
Simultaneously with the optical reset pulse there is a 
positive inhibit pulse generated by the preamplifier. 
This is used to gate the analyser off during the 
amplifier recovery from the optical reset.
The output from the preamplifier is fed into a Tennelac 
main amplifier (model TC 205). The pulse shaping
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circuits in the main amplifier operate with time 
constants much shorter than the decay of the 
preamplifier signal and much larger than its rise time. 
Typical values of these R-C time constants are 2 to 4 
microsecond. The output from the main amplifier is fed 
to a Laben 8 215 Analog to Digital Converter. The ADC 
has a conversion constant of 1 mv per channel and a 
conversion time of (4.5 microsec + Rise Time 
Protection). At 5K CPS the average dead time is about 
10%.
The ADC is connected to a Nova Computer provided 
by Link Systems for data storage. Instructions to the 
computer are entered using a control keyboard. A video 
screen displays the spectrum in histogram form and a 
hard copy of the spectrum is obtained as a list of 
channel contents by coupling the computer to a Data 
Dynamic teletype
2.2 Low Temperature cryostat design and operation
2.2.1 Design
The study of positron behaviour in metals at 
temperatures between 4.2° K and room temperature 
necessitated the design and construction of a low 
temperature cryostat, a schematic diagram of which is 
shown in Fig (2.2), that would enable such measurements 
to be performed, T.Hlaing [95] and I.Chagler [96].
The dewar Fig (2.3) would be positioned in front 
of the detector and the distance between the two 
adjusted in order to obtain the desired counting rate 
which would normally be 5K CPS. The outer pyrex dewar 
will always be filled with liquid nitrogen, while the
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inner dewar would be filled with either liquid nitrogen 
(if the desired lower limit is 77°K) or liquid helium 
(if the desired lower limit is 4.2°K).
The sample holder shown in Fig (2.2) was made of 
4N pure copper.
Ideally a pumping system should employ large 
piping, and avoid bends which reduce the pumping speed 
and the ultimate vacuum that can be achieved. The 
vacuum chamber after being lowered into position in the 
inner dewar would normally be connected to an Edwards 
high power vacuum pump and evacuated at room 
temperature to about 10“^ torr prior to any cooling 
down. All the joints on the brass vacuum chamber, as 
well as the steel tube, were hard soldered. 1 mm 
diameter indium wire which was embedded in a 0.5 mm 
deep groove made a good vacuum tight seal to the 
chamber even at the lowest temperatures.
2.2.2 Cooling down
The standard cooling down procedure starts 
normally by filling the outer dewar with liquid 
nitrogen as a pre-cooling stage for the inner dewar.
When a good vacuum condition exists in the chamber, the 
inner dewar would be gradually filled up with liquid 
nitrogen and then both dewars would be topped up from time 
to time. For measurements below 77°K, the same 
procedure would be followed until the sample 
temperature is ensured to be 77°K and then liquid 
nitrogen would be expelled from the inner dewar and 
replaced by liquid helium. In either case a small 
amount of helium gas would be allowed in the chamber to 
speed up the cooling and to maintain the sample 
temperature at 77°K or 4.2°K whatever the case might be.
4-3
In the temperature region 4.2°K to 77°K pumping 
on the chamber at intervals was found to achieve the 
desired result of warming up the sample when the 
temperature needed to be varied; as opposed to actual 
heating up by passing a current through the heater 
element which was the normal practice above 77®K.
Heat Leakage through the thermocouple and 
heater element is always a problem. Good temperature 
stability at low temperatures requires the minimization 
of this heat injection. It was found that this could 
best be achieved by thermally anchoring the wires before 
they reached the sample holder.
2.2.3. Temperature control and measurement
To achieve temperature cycling above 4.2°K a 70 
ohm Enamel-Constantan heater wire was used. It was 
wound on the sample holder inside the grooves on either 
side of the sample.
Two different thermocouples were used. A pure 
Au + 0.03 at % Fe versus Chromel thermocouple was 
normally employed in the temperature region 4.2®K, 
while temperatures above 300®K were measured by a 
Chromel-alumel thermocouple. This arrangement aforded 
an adequate accuracey in the temperature measurement.
In order to cycle the sample temperature and maintain 
it automatically at a required value, and Oxford 
Instrument Temperature Controller (DTC - 2) was used in 
conjunction with the thermocouples. The temperature 
stability in the range (4.2 - 420)®K with this 
arrangement was better than 0.5°K.
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2.3. High temperature furnace
2.3.1. Design
When designing a furnace for the use in positron 
studies, in general a small furnace, with a heating 
zone that is sufficiently long so as to minimize 
thermal gradients, is best. Firstly it requires a 
smaller amount of power to reach high temperatures and 
secondly it is portable, easy to insulate and cool and 
is much easier to evacuate. Coupled with the fact that 
the sample under study would generally be small it 
proves desirable to have a compact furnace - detector 
arrangement that would enable reasonably high counting 
rates to be achieved.
To facilitate the study of positron behaviour in 
metals at elevated temperatures (above 400°K) a tubular 
high temperature furnace was designed and constructed. 
Fig (2.4) shows a schematic drawing of the furnace. It 
was made of a 60 cm long thermal aluminous porcelain 
tube with nominal bore 22.5 mm. An aluminous porcelain 
tube was chosen because it is a good electrical 
insulator that can withstand temperatures up to 1900®C 
as well as being impervious to gases thus minimizing 
the danger of sample contamination at high 
temperatures. It also can support a vacuum less than 
10"G torr. A heavy piece of stainless steel sample 
holder attached to the end of a 3 mm diameter alumina 
twin bore, was used to maintain a fairly homogeneous 
temperature distribution on the sample. The insulating 
layer of asbestos cloth that was wrapped round the 
heater element as well as the 1 mm thick aluminium 
enclosure which made the supporting frame provided good 
thermal insulation to the detector at high 
temperatures.
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2.3.2. Vacuum conditions and temperature measurement
To minimize the danger of sample oxidation and 
contamination at elevated temperatures, it was 
necessary to perform these experiments under very high 
vacuum conditions. One end of the aluminous porcelain 
tube was connected to the high power vacuum pump 
through a brass piece while the other end of the tube 
was used for the chromel-alumel thermocouple wires, 
these being passed through the alumina twin bore where 
one end was open to the atmosphere and sealed with 
araldite. The brass pieces at each end of the tube 
were specially made with high precision. The three 
rubber "O" rings at each end enabled a tight fit of the 
brass pieces to the tube, thus providing a high vacuum 
in the tube. The vacuum achieved was better than 
10~G torr.
A high power 40 ohm nichrom heater wire was 
wound directly on/the central 20 cm of the aluminous 
porcelain tube thus providing a heat zone with a very 
small heat gradient. Sample temperature control was 
maintained automatically by the temperature controller 
DTC - 2, supplemented by an Oxford Instrument external 
high power unit. In view of the high vacuum that was 
maintained in the tube, the temperature stability, 
monitored by the Chromel-alumel thermocouple which was 
attached to the sample holder, was better than 0.25°K.
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3. Line-Shape analysis
3,1 Introduction
The apparent simplicity of the conventional approach of 
deriving a sensible parameter to characterize changes 
in Doppler broadened line shapes, and thus monitor 
positron behaviour (e.g. trapping) is highly deceptive*
First attempts are credited to Mackenzie [111] who 
tried to use the full width at half maximum of the 511 
kev peak. This parameterization, although it has 
certain merits, was found incapable of providing 
quantitative description of the physics involved.
Deconvolution of the line had been attempted by several 
groups, Hotz etal [84], Ramma Reddy etal [112], Jackman 
etal [109], but the deconvolution technique has always 
been too involved and complicated an approach to afford 
simple and easy parameters that can be correlated with 
the phenomena at hand to yield sensible conclusions.
The most popular parameter that is widely employed 
nowadays is the F-parameter, which was originally 
proposed by Mackenzie [16]. It is defined as the sum 
of counts over a fixed number of channels in the centre 
of the annihilation line divided by the total counts in 
the line. It is therefore a parameter that relies on 
the fact that the line narrows as the defect 
concentration increases regardless of why it narrows.
The F-parameter seems to be a reasonably convenient 
parameter to use provided decent stability is ensured. 
There are of course more sophisticated parameters 
available nowadays that, while employing an approach
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similar to that of the F-parameter, involve the line 
profile in their definition e.g. the N-parameter [113], 
and the parameters extracted from Running Integrated 
Difference Curves used by the Harwell group [114].
3.2 The F and W parameters
In a well annealed specimen it is assumed that all 
positrons annihilate in the free state. That results 
in a characteristic line shape or a "signature" of 
free annihilation. As defects are introduced the line 
begins to narrow. This primarily reflects more 
annihilation with valence electrons at the expense of 
high momentum core electrons. The limit to the 
narrowing of the line is when all positrons annihilate 
in defects. The narrowest possible line is again a 
"signature"; this time of saturation trapping [113].
The F-parameter reflects the narrowness of the 
annihilation line. It is the ratio of the intensity 
ni of the central segment of the peak to the total 
intensity N, Fig (3.1)
F = n^/N 3.1
If various modes of annihilation occur with frequency 
each having a line shape parameter Fi, then the 
observed F is a linear combination
3.2
i.e. F has a superposition property.
If such a definition of the F-parameter is adopted then 
the binomial distribution is applicable
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ni) = ( n jP( \ n ^ J  (1 - p)N-ni 3.3
where ni = 0, 1,  ,N and 0 < P < 1
The variance in the measured central intensity ni is 
therefore
V (ni) = Np (1-p) 3.4
The standard deviation of the line shape parameter F is 
then
o(ni/N) = N-1'5 [ni (N-ni)]î 3,5
which is much lower than the one that would result from 
the invalid addition of independent counting errors in 
ni and N.
Since F reflects annihilation with valence electrons, 
it increases as the defect concentration increases and 
more positrons are trapped. Conversely the intensity 
in the outer, higher momentum, regions of the line is 
depleted as annihilations with core electrons diminish. 
A parameter W can be defined as the probability (n^/N) 
that an event falls in wing regions. If considered 
independently this parameter has variance of the form 
as the F parameter.
3.3 Precision and optimization
If the binomial distribution is assumed the standard 
deviation of F is
CT (F) = [ni (N-ni)]2 3.6
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which is smaller than the one we get if the binomial 
property is ignored i.e.
0(F) = [(1/N) + (l/ni)]2 3.7
The ratio between the standard deviations in the two 
different approaches is of the order of
((1+F)/(1-P)f 2]i
For a commonly used value of F of about 0.5 this is
(12)i.
The same argument applies to the W-parameter except 
that the optimum values for W are usually in the region 
of 0.1 - 0.2. This fact strengthens the view that the 
binomial property of these definitions ought to be 
exploited more fully, since otherwise one would have to 
rely totally upon poor statistics - in the W parameter 
case - as the determining factor for the standard 
deviation.
In order to qualify a particular choice of definition 
of the F parameter or the W parameter two main 
considerations are taken into account. Upon these 
considerations the definition of a series of F or W 
values across a temperature range or a defect 
concentration can be regarded as sensible 
parameterization.
The main aim is a compromise that achieves two 
things
(a) The largest possible percentage change in F or W 
over the temperature range - or defect concentration.
(b) The highest possible statistical stability per point
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We will define a sensitivity parameter Z as 
Z =
percentage change in F (or W) over the range considered 
standard deviation characteristic of F (or W) in that
range
3.8
There are a few remarks however concerning 
optimization:-
(1) This treatment has to be applied to any data in 
order to ensure that one is extracting as much 
information as possible prior to the deployment of 
these F or W values in any subsequent model 
fittings.
(2) Improvement of data collection is directly 
reflected on the sensitivity parameter ie. 
increased counting rate or counting time will 
improve the quality of the parameter.
(3) Resolution worsening at high counting rates or tem­
perature instability of the electronics over long 
counting times has to be guarded against once an 
optimum choice has been made.
3.4 Determination of monovacancy Energies
The conventional method of applying the trapping model 
to angular correlation and lifetime data is discussed 
in [9], [10], [28].
The application to doppler-broadened data is outlined 
as follows:-
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If Pf and represent probabilities for annihilation 
in the free and the trapped states respectively such 
that
Pf + Pt = 1
then the trapping model leads to
X.
Pf - Xf exp[-(X^+yC^) t]dt = — + \ i C ~
yc
= = X ^  3.10
Under the assumption that a parameter F, which is linear 
in the trapping fraction, can be defined of the 
annihilation spectrum, and that this parameter takes on 
the values Fg and F^ for the free or trapped positron 
states, we can write
F = Ff Pf + Ft Pf 3.11
i.e. F is given by the weighted mean of the 
characteristics of the two states.
Substituting 3.9 and 3.10 in 3.11 we get
(F-Ff)/ (Fj.-F)= A exp [-Ey/KT] 3.12
In practice the use of 3.12 is quite a headache since 
there are a few temperature dependences floating around 
and one needs to allow for them sensibly, if there is 
to be any hope of extracting a reliable value. It 
is common practice to allow a linear temperature 
dependence for both Ff and Ff, nevertheless the sign of 
the Ff temperature dependence is debatable. A positive 
sign implies that the vacancy is expanding as the
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temperature increases, an assumption that has got quite 
a following recently [29] [30]. On the other hand a 
negative sign in the temperature assumes that the 
vacancy contracts, or at least that the trapped 
positron sees more of the neighbouring ions at high 
temperature than at low temperature [31] [32]*
possible temperature dependences on the trapping rate y 
Ey and the entropy factor are still to be settled [71],
[72], [97], [28].
The standard form of the two-state trapping model when 
applied to Doppler broadened data is
Ff(1 + ^T ) + Ffv (1 + «T) Afv Exp (- E^/KT)
F(T) = __________________________   ■
1 + Afv Exp ( - Ey/KT) 3.13
Extending (3.13) to include divacancies [13] one can 
write
F = Ff Pf + Ffv Pfv + E2v ^2v
where F2v characterizes saturation trapping in 
divacancies. For programming purposes this is written 
more explicitly as
Ff (l+iST) +Ffv( 1+ a T )AfvExp( -Ef^/KT)+F2v(l+7 T)A2yExp (“Ef/KT)
F= ______________________________________________________
l+AfyExp(-Ey/KT)+A2v Exp(-Ef/KT)
3.14
where Ef is the divacancy binding enthalpy defined by
Eb = 2 ^Iv “ E2v 3.15
The case of self-trapping is treated by assuming 
Seeger's [70] expression for the probability (Pst) of 
self trapping
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Pst (T) = _______________1________________
1 + Exp(e(Ko)/KT) 3.16
where e (Ko) is an energy given by
E (K ) = - 1
2m.^  2 K 3.17
where Ko is an upper cut-off of the wave number, m+ is 
the band mass, K is a combination of elastic constants, 
G j  is the positron deformation potential parameter; 
and where
B = .T —
j
2fi^
m^K
3/2 R-i
3.18
0 is the atomic volume and V j , Vj are the 
vibrational frequencies of the crystal with free or 
self-trapped positrons. Under the assumption that 
trapping by vacancies will always predominate; the F 
parameter is related to Pgf by
F = Flv Flv + [Ff (1-Fgt ) + Fgt Pst] [1-Plvl 3.19
The inclusion of divacancies in the model analysis of 
the F curve requires the introduction of the additional 
parameters F2v, ^ 2 v  ^nd in a similar fashion to 3.14
3.5 The resolution function
The primary effects of gamma radiation is to release 
electrons which travel at high velocities initiating 
showers of free electrons and holes, the final members 
of which travel at low energy in the lattice. The 
processes by which the energy of this radiation is
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expended in generating free electrons are the 
photo-electric effect, Compton effect, and pair 
production.
In practical terms the energy resolution of a detector 
is specified as the full width at half maximum (fwhm) 
of a peak in a pulse-height spectrum resulting from 
i n ter actio of a primary photon by the photo-electric 
effect and is usually given in terms of energy measured 
in electron volts. By assuming Poisson statistics, 
modified by a Fano factor F since multiple events that 
occur in the energy-loss are correlated [115], if the 
line shape can be represented by a Gaussian then
fwhm = 2.36 (FWE)z 3.20
where W is the average electron-hole pair creation 
energy resulting from the detection of energy E.
The system performance obtained here is 1.15 Kev fwhm 
at 514 Kev. This is found by measuring the response of 
the system to the mono energetic 514 Kev gamma ray from 
85gr. Contributions from incomplete charge collection 
and from noise arising in the electronic circuitry and 
system are additional limitations to the one imposed by 
the Fano factor. There is a variety of analytic 
functions in literature [116] [117] [118] that are used
to describe the resolution function. They generally 
employ the same approach, namely that of a modified 
Gaussian distribution in order to allow for tailing 
effects at the low energy side of the peak. Further 
details can be found in a Thesis by I. Chagler [96].
Like all analytic functions that are used to 
approximate a real situation this approach is a 
complicated one in addition to the fact that since the
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resolution function arises as the end result of a sum 
of several distinct contributions of different parts of 
the system and since these contributions are capable 
of varying independently, the reproducibility of this 
function will be doubtful. A more attractive 
alternative, suitable for convolution purposes, is 
that once the resolution of the detector is determined 
very accurately by recording the lineshape from the 514 
kev gamma ray of the isotope ^^Sr (typically 2.5 x 
10^ counts per peak), a resolution row vector R (X^) is 
formed by assigning to each element of the vector the 
number of counts in the corresponding channel of the 
resolution spectrum and then normalizing thgt vector to 
unity. This has two main advantages. Firstly it is a 
more genuine representation of the system response and 
secondly it is easier to acquire, check, and use in any 
subsequent convolution.
3.6 Convolution
The observed annihilation spectrum is not the intrinsic 
(true distribution) of the annihilation radiation, but 
a spectrum folded with the response function of the 
detector system. The folded function is expressed as
oo
= y  T(E'D(E) I ) R (E - E' ) dE'
Where E is the energy of the radiation and is directly 
related to the channel number of the spectrum. The 
intrinsic distribution T (E) is extracted by unfolding 
the observed spectrum D (E) with the response function 
R(E).
The problem of how to remove the effect of finite 
spectrometer resolution from experimental data is a
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difficult one. It is further complicated by the 
existence of noise in the data. It is basically a 
deconvolution problem which is best viewed in terms of 
Fourier transforms. It can be shown that if d(y), 
t(y), and r(y) are the Fourier transforms of^D(E), T(E) 
and R(E) respectively then
t (y) = <3(y)/r(y) 3.22
If the data were free of noise this would be an exact 
solution. However, the inclusion of noise causes the 
value of t(y) to become large at high y so that T(E) 
oscillates wildly. The object of various deconvolution 
schemes is to attenuate t(y) at high values of the 
transform variable in order to damp the oscillation in 
T(E) and still retain some of the resolution. This 
attenuation leads to what is commonly referred to as 
the residual instrument function (RIF) which may be 
viewed as the function which would be obtained after 
convolution if the apparatus were set to measure a 
profile which was a delta function. When the data is 
Fourier transformed it is usually seen that at the 
lower frequencies the signal dominates the noise and at 
high frequencies the signal decreases and disappears 
into the noise. Deconvolution is conceptually as well 
as computationally a demanding problem to tackle.
Hortz etal [84], Jackman etal [109], Shizuma [116], 
Dauwe etal [117], and Dannefaer and Kerr [ 118] [146]
have all tried to develop an unfolding technique that 
would render the recovery of the true distribution 
possible. In a model-dependent unfolding programme, 
analytical functions are assumed for the intrinsic 
distribution T(E) and the optimum parameters of them 
are determined by means of the least squares method.
In the case of annihilation in metal T(E) is usually
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assumed to be the sum of an inverted parabola for 
conduction electrons and a Gaussian for core electrons 
That is, the intrinsic distribution is written as
T (x) = Hg exp (x-x) ^  2w2
L 9 _
1 - (x-x)
2Wp ] 3.23a
(x-x)
3.23b
for ix - X 1 < 2 ^ w
I
and
T(x)ts2 Hg exp
for Ix-xl >2^ w
P -
where x is the channel number, x is the common 
centroid of the parabola and the Gaussian and Hg, Wg, 
Hp, Wp are the Gaussian height, Gaussian width, 
parabola height and parabola width respectively. The 
folded function is calculated as
n
A(i) = p- Z T(i) R(i-j), i = 1,
j=i -
3.24
with
n
G = E R(i) 
i=-n
3.25
The optimum parameters x, Hg, Wg, Hp, „pWr\ are obtained 
from fitting A(i) to D(i). Fig (3.4) shows such a 
fitting. The actual minimization used required nine 
free parameters; four of which are used to approximate 
the 'background by employing a third-order degree 
polynomial.
Using the optimum values of the parameters, the area 
under each analytical expression can be integrated to 
get the percentage contribution of conduction and core
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electrons to the annihilation line. The percentage 
contribution can thus be monitored as the sample 
temperature is changed. The parabolic contribution 
generally shows an increase, similar to that shown by 
the F-parameter, as the trapping probability, increases.
It should however be mentioned that the convolution 
technique is not as powerful as the model-independent 
deconvolution technique. It^ main limitations are 
exposed when the intensity of one component dominates 
or when the width of one component becomes comparable 
to that of the response function. In either case the 
fitting becomes insensitive to the finer details of the 
model and shows a marked dependency on the initial 
value of the parameters.
As pointed by Shizuma [116] it is possible to get a 
good fit using two Gaussians, instead of a parabola and 
a Gaussian, when one of them is weaker than 10% of the 
total intensity.
The reduced-chi squared values one obtains are normally 
in the range 0.9 - 1.3. This is reasonable considering 
the crudity of the model since it ignores high momentum 
components in the conduction electrons contribution and 
assumes the core contribution to be strictly Gaussian.
3.7 Positron zero-point energy
It was observed that when convolution is attempted in 
metals that show strong trapping effects like cadmium 
and indium the reduced chi-squared showed systematic 
worsening, coupled with marked narrowing of the 
electron Gaussian, as the trapping probability 
increased. This was taken to be indicative of the 
trapped positron zero-point energy.
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The Gaussian plus inverted parabola model is applicable 
at best when dealing with perfectly annealed metal 
samples in which positrons are not trapped. Whenever 
positrons get trapped, at vacancies or dislocations in 
defective samples, the trapped positron will contribute 
significantly to the momentum of the annihilating pair. 
To include the effective zero point kinetic energy of 
the trapped positron, an effective response function is 
employed by folding the measured resolution function 
with a Gaussian distribution of width , . The 
parabola-Gaussian model is then convoluted with the new 
response function and compared with the observed 
spectrum.
This is of course only a crude method of allowing for 
the positron contribution to the annihilating pair 
momenta but it gives an idea of the trapping strength 
at a defect. The choice of a more sophisticated and 
realistic positron function may make it possible to 
uncover specific features of the potential distribution 
at a defect in a metal. A similar approach had been 
used by Hautojarvi [147] in his study of positron 
trapping in dislocations in aluminimum and had also 
been used by Lichtenberger [93] and Jackman etal [109]
Fig (3.6) shows a plot of the reduced chi-square . 
against the additional positron Gaussian width for a 
high temperature point in single crystal cadmium. It 
is seen to go through a minimum at roughly 3.6 (94 ev 
per channel). It has been noticed that aside from the 
improvement in the reduced chi-squared the electron 
Gaussian recovers some of its width at the expense of 
further narrowing of the parabola and an increase in 
the parabola percentage. The narrowing of the electron 
parabola seems to indicate that the local Fermi 
momentum and correspondingly the local conduction
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electron density seen by the positron at the trapping 
site are smaller than in the regions of the perfect 
lattice.
3.8 General Remarks
3.8.1 System stability and the line shape parameters.
The problem of electronic stability in lifetime 
measurements is widely recognised whereas instrumental 
instabilities in annihilation photon energy 
spectrometers, although equally important, have 
received little attention until recently. While 
Campbell [148] discussed the appropriateness and 
sensitivity of different line shape parameters,
Campbell and Schulte [149] outlined the methodology in 
observing and correcting for resolution degradation due 
to the system's instability in a case study in Ni and A1
A system can exhibit long term or short term drifts and 
show dependence on all sorts of factors like the 
nitrogen level in the cryostat, counting rate, and most 
serious of all laboratory temperature. A general 
feature of a system suffering from one or all of these 
is the loss of centroid precision in addition to line 
broadening. It is necessary for a system that is to 
perform in a statistical manner that it should be 
operated under optimum temperature stability.
Kerr etal [150] described a correction technique for 
the F parameter by using the 478 Kev ^Be gamma ray line 
as an energy resolution monitor.
Throughout the course of the experiments in this Thesis 
the 4 97 Kev ^®^Ru gamma ray line was used as a simple 
stability monitor, but no attempt was made to use it 
for correction purposes since that would have 
necessitated a high counting rate for the 497 Kev line 
in order to achieve adequate statistics for the
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correction to be effective. Such a requirement might 
have easily compounded the problem since the electronic 
system may respond differently to rate variation, had 
there been a need for rate correction, than to 
temperature variation. .
An effective correction for temperature instability 
would have to account simultaneously for three factors. 
The first is the amount of the drift, the second is the 
direction of the drift, and the third is the rate of 
the drift. Simulation techniques might be invoked 
successfully [149] [150] in order to correct for the
first two, but it is highly impracticable, if not 
impossible, to correct for the third one by simulation.
The positron sources were supplied by the Radio
Chemicals Centre as aqueous solutions of Carrier-free 
> Sodium Chloride while ^^Sr and lO^Ru were irradiated at 
the Reactor Centre of London University. The intrinsic 
resolution at a total count rate of 5K cps was 1.15 Kev 
for the 514 Kev ^^Sr gamma ray line. Simultaneously 
with data collection the electronic stability was 
constantly monitored by the 497 Kev of ^^^Ru and was 
found to be better than 0.5 channel in 8000.
5.8.2 zero point energy and partial trapping
If a programme employing the positron zero point energy 
approach could be used successfully across the whole 
temperature (or defect concentration) range under 
investigation, the information obtained might prove 
extremely valuable. It was found possible to analyse 
lines at both extremes of the trapping probability and 
the results appear to be satisfactory (appendix IV and 
V). Nevertheless the full impact of this approach 
could only be appreciated if the partial trapping case 
could be solved.
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strictly speaking one would need to perform a double 
deconvolution in two separate stages. In the first one 
the system's resolution would be unfolded and in the 
second one the positron zero point energy contribution. 
In a model dependent convolution approach the data 
would be compared to
(parabola + Gaussian)?* +
(1-P?)(parabola + Gaussian)^]* Resolution
where * refers to convolution, P? is the trapping 
probability, and T and F refer to trapped and free 
states respectively. If a third order degree 
polynomial is included to represent the background, 
such a minimization would require 14 free parameters.
Although this might appear a straight forward exercise 
in principle, it is nothing of the sort. From the 
computational point of view finding the genuine 
minimum, as apposed to local minima, in the multi 
dimensional space of 14 parameters is an exceedingly 
difficult task. The reduced chi-squared ought to be 
viewed as a function in the N-dimensional space of the 
fitting parameters. Since a complete search in this 
N-dimensional space is not always easy the next best 
thing is a study in the projected space of some of the 
fitting parameters. Nevertheless this can only be done 
if one had a fair idea of what the optimum value of 
some of these parameters ought to be, and in the case 
of partial trapping this approach might reduce the 
number of free parameters to nine, which are still a 
few too many.
The obvious advantages of the method, if applied 
successfully, are that it will provide reliable means 
of correlating the F parameter curve with the parabola
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percentage in addition to showing how the profiles and 
the intensities of the various analytic functions 
behave as the trapping probability changes thus 
establishing a characterization of the defect involved 
in the trapping process. It will also provide the 
trapping probability as part of the minimization.
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4. Positron Annihilation in Cadmium
4.1 Positron annihilation in polycrystalline cadmium
4.1.1 Sample Preparation
Two discs - each of 1.6 mm thickness and 20 mm diameter 
- of 5N purity polycrystalline Cadmium, supplied by 
Johnson and Matt^g^y/were etched in dilute nitric acid. 
They were then annealed for 23 hours at 514*K under a 
vacuum of 10”  ^ torr. They were then slowly cooled to 
room temperature, etched again, and then approximately 
0.09 m Ci of carrier-free solution was
evaporated directly onto the central region of the 
discs. The two discs, sandwiched together, were then 
wrapped in thin aluminium foil and mounted on the low 
temperature cryostat.
4.1.2 The F-curve
Figure (4.1) illustrates the temperature dependence of 
the F-parameter in annealed 5N cadmium from 4.2°K to 
585°K. A count rate of 5K cps was used and the data 
reveal four regions in the temperature curve. The 
first region extends from 4.2°K to about 50°K and shows 
a small, but distinct, drop in the F-value as the 
temperature increases. The second region extends from 
50°K to about 140°K and appears to be very nearly flat. 
The third region, from 140°K to roughly 340°K, shows a 
steep, possibly linear, increase with temperature. The 
largest rate of increase in F with temperature however 
is observed in the fourth region which extends from 
about 340°K to near the melting temperature. At the 
top end of this region the data, markedly less steep 
than the rest of the region, suggest the setting-in of 
a possible flattening effect. The data appears to be
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PIG* 4*1 The variation of the line-shape parameter F as a 
function of teiz^erature for the annealed and the two deformed 
specimens of polycrystalline cadmium* Tne solid and the broken 
lines represent the linear rise and the self-trapping model 
fittings, respectively, outlined in the text*
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in good agreement with Herlach etal [31] Doppler 
broadening and lifetime data and with Lichtenberger's 
[93] Doppler broadening data.
4.1.3 F-Parameter Analysis
The standard approach to the F-parameter anlysis has 
been outlined in (3.4). The results of this analysis 
for the different models are shown in table 4.1. one 
point that ought to be mentioned from the onset is 
that a single number, whether it be an value or a 
chi-squared per degree of freedom, cannot be used in 
itself to vindicate a model from which it arises as a 
consequence. In that respect all models are considered 
equivalent until the behaviour of a model as a whole 
can be either confirmed and substantiated by another 
technique or verified by theoretical calculations. 
Whereas other techniques, like electrical resistivity 
measurements or specific heat measurements, might 
produce similar values; they are plagued by their 
own problems and are in no position to check the 
subtleties of the trapping model when applied to 
positron behaviour in metals. It must also be kept in 
mind that comparing lifetime to either Doppler 
broadening or angular-correlation measurements is to 
compare two different physical measurements. Lifetime 
is a measure of the expectation value of the electron 
density of all momenta over the extent of the positron 
wave function (Bloch like for the defect-free 
annihilations). Both Doppler broadening and 
angular-correlation measurements, when analysed in terms 
of some line shape parameter or peak counting rate, are 
biased towards annihilations with electrons having 
narrowly restricted momenta. The results can sometimes 
show serious divergence as Lynn etal [130] showed in 
nickel.
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The controversy over an acceptable vacancy formation 
energy for cadmium is one that will take some time to 
settle. Differential dilatometry [119] [120] gives
0.41 ev, while quenching experiments [121] give 0.42 
ev. Seeger [28] quotes a value of 0.39 ev from angular 
correlation measurements and 0.41 ev from lifetime 
measurements. Singh and West [63] reported a value of 
0.47 ev whileV/est [1 2 2 ] reported a value of 0.52 ev 
using a linear rise fit on Doppler broadening data.
When he included a temperature dependence in Fy the 
value became 0.57 ev. Mackenzie etal [123], using the 
threshold temperature correlation technique on Doppler 
broadening data, decided on a value of 0.45 ev. It 
should be added however that Michin etal [124] 
predicted a theoretical value of 0.59 ev.
Any analysis attempting to fit with a two-state 
trapping model, data which is actually associated with 
three states, would be expected to result in high 
Ey values. Large Ey values do imply either a much 
larger positron trapping rate than in other comparable 
metals or a much larger formation entropy [28] [125].
This seems to be the case for this sample, since the 
Aiy values are abnormally high.
If one considers model (a) and assumes the lifetime of 
free positron in cadmium to be 190 p second [31] and 
the entropy of formation to be IK,(where K is the 
Boltzmanns constant) the result is a specific trapping 
rate of positrons in vacancies in cadmium of about
6.3 X lol^srl; which is an order of magnitude higher 
than what seems to be average acceptable values of 
trapping rates in metals [110]. In order to get this to 
be more in line with current acceptable values one 
would have either to postulate a vacancy formation 
entropy of about 3.5 K or a positron lifetime in the
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free lattice of about 2400 p second. Both alternatives 
are out of the question. The results presented by 
Lichtenberger [93] , when he used the same type of 
model, suffer from the same criticism. The results of 
the minimization shown by model (c) afford a slight 
improvement over (a) and (b) but it is still not 
sufficient enough to counter balance the strong effect 
of the formation energy exponential factor. While 
inclusion of divacancy parameters would, in general, be 
expected to result in a lower Aiy and Ey values; the 
reverse seems to be happening in this case. Therefore 
by no means can any of these minimizations be 
considered satisfactory. The apparent improvement of 
the chi-squared per degree of freedom might simply be 
due to the inclusion of more free parameters in the 
fittings. It should be stressed that there is nothing 
whatsoever wrong with the data. When one uses 5 x 
1 0 l4g-l as specific trapping rate and 190 p sec as 
lifetime of free positrons in cadmium, one obtains a 
vacancy concentration Cy of about 5.6 x 10”  ^ at the 
melting temperature similar to the one found by Feder 
and /v/owick [119] .
A series of factors that are bound to have complicated 
the issue must be mentioned however. The F-parameter 
itself is definition-dependent i.e. as the F-definition 
is changed, the minimization parameters change, A%y in 
particular. There is also a case to be made for 
including a temperature dependence in the annihilation 
rate for free positrons, which occurs as part of Apy, 
since, afterall, Ff has been allowed one and it is seen 
in the case of cadmium to be quite strong. Possible 
temperature dependences in the specific trapping rate, 
entropy of formation, and formation energy have all 
been set to zero, a fact which could not have helped 
determining the real A^y if they genuinely existed.
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4.1.4 Convolution
In an attempt to understand the origin of the 
temperature dependence of the annihilation line in 
cadmium the data has been analysed using a convolution 
technique. Section (3.6) describes the details of 
this procedure. A model consisting of the 
superposition of a Gaussian and an inverted parabola 
was used to represent the momentum distribution of 
annihilating positron-electron pair. The model was 
then convoluted with the experimentally measured 
resolution function and compared with each of the 
measured annihilation spectra. A least-square 
optimization procedure produced the best fit of the 
model to data based on the reduced chi-squared 
parameter. The results for the parabola width and 
Gaussian width are displayed in Fig (4.2), while (4.3) 
shows the variation of the parabola percentage, 
obtained as a result of the minimization, with 
temperature.
Correlation between the F-parameter curve and the 
parabola percentage is to be expected since both 
reflect the increase in the probability of a 
positron annihilating with conduction electrons. 
Jackman etal [109] find a value of 41% for the 
parabola percentage at 77°K while Stott and West [49] 
quote a value 40% below the onset of vacancies. These 
are in good agreement with Fig (4.3) which shows the 
parabolic percentage rising from about 38% at 100°K to 
about 40% at 350°K ; thereafter we see a steep rise, 
due to vacancies, to 45% near the melting temperature.
The narrowing of the Gaussian width which begins in the 
prevacancy region and continues, even to a higher
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for polycrystalline annealed cadmium as a function of 
temperature.
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degree, in the vacancy region obviously contributes to 
the increase in the F-value thus making a quantitative 
correlation between the F-parameter and the parabola 
percentage difficult. A slight variation in the 
parabola width can be seen in Fig (4.2). This is 
probably due to a contraction of the Fermi surface.
The average parabola width at low temperatures of 14.82 
channels corresponds with an electron energy of 7.59 
ev. This is in reasonable agreement with 7.47 ev, the 
accepted Fermi energy in cadmium according to Ashcroft 
and Mermin [131], and Kittel [132].
4.2 Positron annihilation in single crystal cadmium
4.2.1 Sample preparation
Two 1.5 mm thick and 10 mm diameter discs of single 
crystal cadmium were spark cut from a 6N pure rod 
supplied by Metals Research Ltd. They were first 
etched in dilute nitric acid and then they were 
electropolished in 45% concentration orthophosphoric 
acid using a carbon rod as the cathode. 0.1 m Ci of 
carrier-free ^^NaCl solution was then evaporated 
onto the central region of the discs. Sandwiched 
together, they were wrapped in a thin aluminium foil 
and mounted in the low temperature cryostat. The 
sample was then cooled down slowly to liquid nitrogen 
temperature.
4.2.2 The F-Curve
Figure (4.4) shows the F-Parameter plotted over the 
full temperature range. There are two new features 
that emerge from this when compared with the 
F-parameter curve for polycrystalline cadmium. The
8 2
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FIG. 4-.4r The variation of F-parameter with temperature 
for single crystal cadmium.
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first one is the absence of the low temperature (below 
50*K) rise that we observe in polycrystalline cadmium. 
In single crystal cadmium the F-parameter is flat 
between 4.2°K and 140°K. The second one is that the 
temperature region 140°K to 330*K (prevacancy region) 
has a steeper slope than its counter part in 
polycrystalline cadmium (15.6 x 1 0 ” 5 opposed to 
11.2 X 1 0 " 5 K"l). There is also a definite plateau 
between 2 8 0 and 310°K. This region has been repeated 
several times to confirm this and Figure(4.5) shows the 
plateau for another run with all points taken in the 
low temperature cryostat.
4.2.3 F-parameter analysis
The results of the minimization using the linear rise 
model and the self-trapping model are shown in table 
(4.2). As would be expected the presence of a plateau 
at the top end of the prevacancy region would tend to 
improve the fit for the self-trapping model. The 
monovacancy formation energy obtained, 0.40 + 0.02 ev, 
is in good agreement with that obtained from 
differential, dilatometry, 0.41 ev [120], and quenching 
experiments, 0.42 ev [121].
If one assumes the free positron lifetime to be 190 ps 
[31] and that the entropy exponential factor is 3.0 
[119] , the result would be a specific trapping rate of
1.1 X 10^4 s~l to be compared with 2.5 x 10^4 g-1 the 
value quoted by Hood and Mckee [110]. The value 
obtained from the linear rise fit is slightly higher 
(4.0 X 1 0^ 4 $-1) but it would be difficult to justify 
this model which is based on the idea that the 
prevacancy rise is a positron response to the thermal 
expansion of the lattice. Although the electron
3-96-
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in the low temperature cryostat
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density must continue to increase as the lattice 
contracts below 1 4 0 the F-parameter remains flat 
between 4.2*K and 140*K. Between 140®K and 280°K the 
slope of the F-parameter is about five times the linear 
thermal expansion coefficient. Tam etal [128] 
calculated the effect of phonon-coupling and lattice 
expansion in cadmium and their conclusion was that the 
calculated combined effect is smaller by a factor of 
about 2 than that observed experimentally.
If the data is fitted with an expression for 
independent trapping at two types of thermally 
created defect, one obtains a chi-squared per degree 
of freedom of 1.17 with vcacancy formation energies of 
Eld ” 0.11 ev and E2<a = 0.50 ev. This would, however, be 
difficult to interpret physically.
4.2.4 Convolution
Figure (4.6) shows the parabolic component percentage 
plotted against temperature . At temperatures below 
150°K it appears to be flat, the same as F in Fig (4.4) 
Thereafter it rises steadily, almost linearly, up to 
the highest temperatures. The percentage increase in 
the parabolic component between 150°K and 300°K is 
about 4%, similar to the percentage increase found by 
Gould etal [135] for the height of the angular 
correlation curve. I'Then compared with Fig (4.3) for 
annealed polycrystalline cadmium. Fig (4.6) shows a 
slightly higher parabolic fraction (41% vs 38% at 
100°K). This fraction rises more sharply in the 
prevacancy region than its counterpart in annealed 
cadmium; a fact which correlates with the high slope 
shown by the F-parameter in Fig (4.4). Because of the
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scatter of the points in Fig (4.6) it is not possible 
however to ascertain whether there is a plateau 
corresponding to the one found in the F-parameter, Fig 
(4.5).
The changes shown in Fig (4.7) by the parabola and 
Gaussian width parameters are comparable to those for 
annealed cadmium. Fig (4.2). In Fig (4.7) the parabola 
width gently declines with increasing temperature, 
presumably due to the contraction of the Fermi Surface. 
The Gaussian width shows a similar decline with 
increasing temperature, that temporarily ceases between 
250®K and 350®K, only to recommence thereafter in the 
vacancy region. The parabola width has an average 
value of 14.8 channels (94 ev per channel) at room 
temperature. This corresponds with an electron energy 
of 7.57 ev, in reasonable agreement with 7.47 ev, the 
accepted Fermi energy of cadmium [131] [132].
4.3 Deformed Cadmium
4.3.1 Introduction
Ideally, one should investigate a sample containing 
only dislocations which are of one kind, which do not 
have other imperfections associated with the 
dislocation line, and which are well separated from 
each other. The determination of the positron 
annihilation characteristics of such a system would 
thereby constitute the basic measurement from which one 
could proceed to more complex structures.
Unfortunately such a simple dislocation structure would 
be exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. 
In practice, the structure investigated will be 
complicated and will depend on several parameters such 
as the material, the degree of deformation, the grain 
size, and the deformation temperature.
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4.3.2 Sample preparation
A polycrystalline cadmium sample was prepared in a 
similar fashion to the one prepared in (4.1.1) and then 
its thickness was reduced by 5% at 77°K to become 
deformed cadmium-A. Care was taken to ensure that the 
sample temperature did not rise above 115*K while being 
transferred to the low temperature cryostat.
The previously used annealed cadmium sample received 
30% thickness reduction at room temperature to become 
deformed cadmium-B. The F vs T curves were obtained by 
first cooling the sample down to 4.2°K and then warming 
it up in steps of 10 degrees, while data collection
time was two hours at each point at a counting rate of
5K cps. Figure (4.1) shows the F-parameter curves for 
the two deformed cadmium specimens.
4.3.3 Discussion of Deformed Cadmium
The region from 4.2°K to 35°K shows a gradual drop in 
the F-parameter characteristic of polycrystalline 
cadmium in this region [31] [126].
This is more pronounced in the case of deformed 
cadmium-B than either deformed cadium-A or annealed 
cadmium. Between 35*K and 150°K no apparent change
occurs and the F-parameter is found to be more or less
constant in deformed cadmium-A, while the flatness 
persists up to about 270°K in deformed cadmium-B above 
which the curve rises gently to meet and follow that of 
annealed cadmium. In deformed cadmium-A however, above 
150*K the F-value begins to drop markedly till it meets 
the annealed curve at about 330*K, the slope above 
250°K being less steep than that between 150°K and 
250*K.
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The general features of this F-curve are not exactly in 
the best agreement with Lichtenberger*s data on 
plastically deformed cadmium [93] but that is to be 
expected for samples of different history which are not 
of the same stock and were possibly subjected to 
different treatments. Lichtenberger had been able to 
observe a well defined annealing stage between 138°K 
and 153 K, which he attributed to vacancy migration, 
but since his data did not extend below 100*K, the (4.2 
- 35) K region behaviour was not reported by him.
Sharp etal [133] reported that in deformed cadmium, 
dislocation rearrangement takes place in the region 
(200-250)*K. It is possible to explain the data of 
deformed cadmium-A if we assume that the two stages are 
not completely resolved in this case but that they are 
merged together because of a slightly higher vahcancy 
migration energy. Lichtenberger*s data shows most of 
the annealing occuring between 200*K and 250°K with the 
conclusion that dislocation rearrangement is the 
primary annealing stage to be identified. Nevertheless 
it is difficult to explain why dislocation 
rearrangement, within such a limited temperature 
region, should produce as large a change in the F-value 
as the one observed; since dislocations are classified, 
in the first place, as shallow traps. It is more 
plausible to adopt the view that the whole effect is due 
to an involved mechanism characterized by positrons 
trapped in vacancies which are in turn trapped in 
dislocations. This would account for the possible 
merger of the two stages. One may envisage the 
dislocation constituting the trapping potential, and 
when a positron is first trapped, its wave function is 
delocalized along the axis of the dislocation line. If 
a vacancy is trapped by a dislocation, the periodicity 
is broken, the vacancy then trap the positron resulting 
in a vacancy-like characteristic F-parameter. This
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possibility seems attractive for another reason. When 
convolution results of line shape analysis (with 
zero-point motion of positrons included) of high 
temperature data, in annealed cadmium (almost 
saturation trapping) are compared with those obtained 
from low temperature deformed cadmium-A (below 120 K); 
the two appear surprisingly similar. The positron 
Gaussian width required for the best minimum in 
deformed cadmium-A is 3.4 with electron parabola width 
of 12.8 and electron Gaussian width of 21.6. The 
respective parameters for annealed cadmium are 3.8, 
12.4, 21.3. This suggests that the same defect 
enviroment is perhaps responsible for positron trapping 
in both cases. Dannefear etal [27] came to the same 
conclusion when investigating positron lifetime in 
deformed Ni, and so did Doyama and Cotterill [134].
When this is taken in conjunction with deformed 
cadmium-B data, it appears that two types of traps 
might be present; a shallow one with a characteristic 
F-value of about 0.384 and a deep one with F of about 
0.401. Strong trapping, resulting in high F values, 
dominates at low temperatures as a result of vacancy 
trapping in dislocations. Once vacancy migration and 
dislocation rearrangement set in, positrons revert to 
shallow trapping (characterized by lower F values ) in 
the rest of the defect network. Point (A^) was taken 
immediately after 200°K and they have similar F values, 
while point (A2 ) was taken after 320°K. This could be 
indicative of the possibility that saturation trapping 
prevails over the whole region and the F-curve reflects 
the nature of the trapping site; the shallower the 
trap, the lower is its characteristic F-value.
When one considers the apparent flatness of deformed 
cadmium-B curve. Fig (4.1 ), between 40*K and 270*K,
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one comes to the conclusion that; were this flatness - 
really indicative of saturation trapping, then the 
F-value characteristic of this defect is highly 
insensitive to temperature. This type of assumption is 
used in the 7-parameter self-trapping minimization, 
where F^ (x = f, v, st) is treated as a constant. 
Nevertheless this is done under the implicit 
understanding that the minimization could, at a later 
stage, be refined by introducing a temperature 
dependence into these parameters whenever it is 
considered relevant [92]. This is not the case in 
deformed cadmium-B, which over the temperature range 
considered shows that, under the assumption of 
saturation trapping, one has a positron state which 
appears to be insensitive to temperature variations; in 
contradiction to models based on thermal expansion. It 
is of course possible that the F-parameter is not a 
sensitive enough parameter to respond to whatever weak 
temperature dependence that is in fact present. If it 
is not saturation trapping but only partial trapping, 
the same argument would still apply since the annealed 
cadmium curve shows a marked temperature dependence 
between 150*K and 280°K. Points (A3 ) and (A4 ) - Fig 
(4.1) - were taken immediately after a point at 400°K 
which illustrates complete annealing.
Fig (4.8) and (4.10) give the parabola and Gaussian 
width for data-A and data-B respectively. Defects that 
dominate at 77°K in data-A give a Gaussian width 
parameter of about 21.2 channels. A change occurs at 
about 250*K and a new, shallower defect type, exhibits 
a mean Gaussian width of 22.3. In deformed cadminum-B, 
since deformation took place at room temperature, 
defects of the first type disappeared before data 
accumulation began. The average Gaussian width of 
data-B is 22.3 up to 250°K.
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Fig (4.9) shows the parabolic component percentage in 
deformed cadmium-A as a function of temperature. It is 
approximately 47.5% at 50°K and it steadily drops to 
about 40% at 300°K, after which it begins to rise due 
to annihilation in thermally created vacancies.
Fig (4.11) shows the parabolic component percentage for 
data-B. Over the range (50-300)°K it decreases by less 
than 1%. The annealed and the two deformed samples 
agree at about 300K.
The results of the convolution analysis (with positron 
zero-point motion included) for annealed and deformed 
polycrystalline cadmium is in appendix v.
4.4 The low-temperature effect
The anomalous behaviour exhibited by positron 
annihilation characteristics in polycrystalline cadmium 
at temperatures below 50°K is a genuine effect. It has 
been reported by other groups, Herlach etal [31] and 
Kupca etal [126], although there seems to be a dispute 
about its origin. Herlach etal [31] suggest that 
during the slowing-down process positrons travelling in 
crystallographic directions can preferentially leave 
the sample and annihilate in the helium gas or on the 
specimen surface. Kupca etal [126] interpret their 
lifetime measurements in terms of a temperature 
dependent trapping rate. Whatever the origin of this 
effect might be, it is not unique to cadmium. It has 
been reported in Zn [96] and Au [31] polycrystalline 
samples as well. Two facts might help shed light on 
its nature. The first is that it is absent in single 
crystal cadmium and secondly the magnitude of the 
effect seems to increase with deformation followed by 
annealing below recrystallization temperatures [126].
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Deformed cadmium-B is a good example of the second “ 
point.
A possible explanation of this behaviour could be 
detrapping from remnant defects of which no sample is 
free, however carefully annealed and handled it is. 
Considering the magnitude of the effect, these defects 
would have to be shallow traps. Grain boundaries seem 
a likely candidate. Nevertheless there is nothing to 
rule out the possibility of a temperature dependent 
trapping rate as being the mechanism responsible for 
this effect. Kupca etal [126] claim that in their 
lifetime analysis of cadmium data they extracted a 
value of 230 ps for the trapped positron lifetime at 
these low temperatures. This lifetime is similar to 
that of positrons in deep traps, namely vacancies.
Kupca etal prefer an explanation that involves indirect 
trapping into deep traps via shallow traps, grain 
boundaries, from which thermal detrapping can occur.
1 0 0
Positron annihilation in Indium
5.1 Positron Annihilation in polycrystalline indium
5.1.1 Sample Preparation
Two 99.9999% pure ingots of polycrystalline indium, 
supplied by Koch-Light, were made into discs of 22 mm 
diameter and 1.25 mm thickness. They were etched in 
dilute nitric acid and then carrier-free 22^ 5 ^^ . 
solution was evaporated directly onto the central 
region of their surfaces, total activity being 0.09 mCi 
approximately. They were then made into a sandwich 
configuration and annealed under a vacuum of 10"5 torr 
for 8 hours at 398K and 13 hours at 373K. The sample 
was then cooled down slowly to room temperature first 
prior to cooling it further to 77K. The total counting 
rate was adjusted to be 5K cps. Each run of two hours 
accumlated about 900000 counts under the 511 Kev Line. 
The whole experiment, from 4.2°K to near the melting 
point, was done in the low temperature cryostat.
5.1.2 F-Parameter analysis
The F-parameter vs T for polycrystalline indium is 
shown in Fig (5.1). The F-parameter maintains a 
constant value to about 120°K, and then it begins to 
steadily rise with temperature. The slope between 
120°K and 320°K, prevacancy region, is fairly shallow 
when compared with that above 320°K, where vacancy 
trapping is expected to dominate. The top of the F 
curve near the melting temperature does not show much 
curvature to allow speculation about saturation 
trapping.
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The first thing to be noted is that for indium there 
are no data available from other techniques. This 
problem is further supplemented by the fact that in 
indium positron measurements are not internally 
consistent. Angular correlation measurements as 
performed by McKee etal [10] gave for Ey a value of 
(0.55 + 0.02) ev. This disagreed with the value of 
(0.45 + 0.03) ev as obtained from centroid shift 
positron lifetime measurements [28]. Triftshauser [137] 
investigated the positron trapping in solid and liquid 
indium and obtained a value of ( 0 . 4 8 + 0 . 0 1 )  ev for 
Ey by fitting the two-state trapping model after 
correction for thermal expansion. It should be 
mentioned however that the data used in [137] were 
normalized peak counting rate from angular correlation 
curves that extended from room temperature to the 
melting point. Singh etal [125] obtained a value of 
(0.39 jT 0.04) ev for Ey from a combination of the 
measurements of meanlife and line shape parameter as a 
function of temperature. Mackenzie etal [123] obtained 
a value of 0.41 ev from threshold temperature 
correlation. Using the self-trapping model to fit 
Doppler broadening data between 74K and 430K, Segers 
etal [92] obtained (0.48 + 0.03) ev for Ey.
The minimized parameters resulting from using different 
models to fit the polycrystalline indium data are shown 
in table (5.1). The discussion of these will be 
deferred until those for single crystal indium, which 
are similar, are presented in (5.2). Nevertheless it 
is worth remarking that, although the Ey values in 
table (5.1) are in good agreement with those [92]
[137] quoted in the previous paragraph, and with 0.48 
ev as quoted by Schulte and Campbell [138], such a 
value would imply an astonishingly low vacancy
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concentration at the melting temperature compared 
with other metals. Such a low concentration might 
explain the lack of saturation trapping, usually 
evidenced by the flattening of the F-curve, at high 
temperatures. Model (a) and (b) table (5.1) give 84.3% 
and 83.7% respectively for the percentage of positrons 
trapped in vacancies at 429®K. The requirement for 
interpreting this data in a way that would result in a 
higher vacancy concentration at the melting temperature 
is that the extrapolated prevacancy effect should prove 
non-linear at high temperatures.
Stott and West [49] compared the effect of the lattice 
vibrations in indium between 100°K and 300°K to that of 
thermal expansion (volume + lattice) and found the 
former to be about three times greater than the latter. 
They concluded that although this does not rule out 
more complex positron-phonon coupling effects like 
self-trapping, qualitatively one would expect 
non-linearities at higher, as well as lower, 
temperatures. Below some characteristic temperature, 
which will depend on the details of the actual phonon 
spectral function, the temperature dependence should 
be weaker. This proves to be true since below 120°K the 
F-parameter appears flat.
5.1.3 Convolution
Each 511 kev line is fitted to a model composed of the 
superposition of a Gaussian and an inverted parabola 
having a common centre. Fig (5.2) shows the variation 
of the parabolic component percentage with temperature. 
It rises from 57.5% to 64% as the temperature is 
increased from 4.2°K to the melting point. The low 
temperature parabolic percentage is in good agreement
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with the 57% quoted by West [56] from Kusmiss (Ph.D 
thesis, unpublished), the 57% found by Jackman etal 
[109], and 59% as quoted by Manninen etal [136]•
The parabola and Gaussian width parameters are shown in 
Fig (5.3) • The parabola width has an average value of 
16 channels which corresponds to a Fermi energy of (8.85 
+ 0.095) ev in good agreement with the accepted 8.6 ev 
Fermi energy for indium [131] [132]. The quoted error
on the Fermi energy is the error on the energy 
calibration (94.0 + 0.5 ev per channel). The standard 
deviation on the width parameter itself is much more 
smaller, about + 0.05 channels.
5.2 Positron annihilation in single crystal indium
" 5.2.1 Sample preparation
Two discs, each 2.3 mm in thickness, were sparkcut from 
a 9mm long and 16mm diameter single crystal indium rod 
of 99.9999% purity supplied by Metals Research. The 
discs were subsequently etched in dilute nitric acid 
(60%) and electropolished. The electrolyte was one 
part concentrated nitric acid + two parts methyl alchol 
(total volume was 300 ml). Graphite/lead was used as 
the electrocathode. Finally 0.1 ml (approximately 
0.095 m Ci) of carrier-free ^^NaCl solution was 
evaporated onto the central region of the surface of 
the two discs and they were put together in sandwich 
configuration and wrapped in two layers of thin 
aluminium foil. The sample was then inserted in the 
low temperature cryostat and cooled down slowly (less 
than a degree per minute) to 77°K overnight.
1 0 8
5.2.2 F-Parameter analysis
With an experimental set up that is similar to the one 
in section (5.1) for polycrystalline indium, the F vs 
temperature curve was obtained for single crystal 
indium and is shown in Fig (5.4), The results of the 
minimization using the linear rise model and 
self“trapping model are in table (5.2).
Dickman etal [140] measured the vacancy formation 
volume in indium and found it to be ( 3 9 + 1 ) %  of the 
atomic volume. This is indicative of considerable 
relaxation of the neighbouring ions into the vacancy, 
thus resulting in partial screening of the effective 
charge and reduction of the trapping potential at the 
vacancy; a prescription for detrapping at high 
temperatures. On the other hand, with indium being 
trivalent, one would expect a deeper trapping potential 
in indium compared with monovalent metals like Ag and 
Au and divalent metals like CD and Zn. The deciding 
factor in this argument is the direction in which a 
vacancy relaxes as the temperature increases. 
Theoretically as well as experimentally that is still a 
point of debate [30] [32] [141]. Herlach etal [31] in
their CD data found that they get an improved fit with 
inward relaxation, while Gilder and Lazarus [30] [139]
claim huge outward relaxation in the same metal. There 
are no available data on indium on this point except 
that Segers etal [92] remarked that in their Doppler 
broadened indium data an improvement of fit could be 
obtained by taking Fy as a linearly decreasing function 
of temperature. In table (5.2) models (b) and (c) show 
the minimization for such a temperature dependence in 
the linear rise model. The results are apparently 
inconclusive, probably due to the fact that within the
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scope of this model the data is not sensitive enough in 
the high temperature region to differentiate between 
the two alternatives. As indicated by the reduced 
chi-squared, the best fit is obtained when this point 
is ignored, and the temperature dependence of is set 
to zero.
When both tables, (5.1) and (5.2), are considered; they 
seem to point to a value of (0.50 + 0.02) ev for Ey. 
This is in reasonable agreement with that found by 
Seegers etal [92], Triftshauser [137], and Schulte and 
Campbell [138] using the trapping threshold temperature 
correlation. It should however be remarked that the 
threshold temperature correlation approach i.e.
Eiv = (-0.098 + 0.057) + (15.2 + 0.7) x 10~4 
with T^ = (335 + 10)K in the case of indium [138] 
exhibits the same weakness, may be to a lesser degree, 
that the linear rise model suffers from. An altered 
temperature dependence of Ff and/or the free positrons 
annihilation rate through the vacancy regime would 
radically change the correlation. Detrapping and 
divacancy effects would similarly do the same.
Therefore despite the apparent agreement of this value 
with (0.81 + 0.015) ev for the activation energy of 
self-diffusion [142] [143], a lower value would appear
to have been more appropriate. A value like 0.55 ev 
obtained by McKee etal [10] is certainly incompatible 
with that of self-diffuss ion.
A value of 0.49 ev for - model (a) table (5.1),
model (d) table (5.2) - implies a vacancy concentration 
of 1.75 X 1 0 "G Exp (S/K) at 429 K and, unless the 
entropy factor is markedly higher than average, indium 
seems to melt prematurely. At the same time the 
product of the specific trapping rate and exp (S/K) is 
about (1.7 + 0.3) x 10 S"1 (the annihilation rate of
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free positrons is assumed to be 5.56 x 1 0  ^ g-1 [92]). 
This does not fit at all with the correlation proposed 
by Hood and McKee [110]. Seeger [28] concedes that 
indium results in general seem to point to a higher 
than average trapping rate and that even if one accepts 
Siv ~ 0.8K and Ey = 0.45 ev as possible upper and lower 
limits for these two quantities, they would indicate 
^Iv (Tm) = 10""^  i.e. more than an order of magnitude 
less than has been found in those metals in which 
Civ (Tm) has been determined directly.
A  model assuming annihilation in two types of thermally 
activated defects in addition to free annihilation was 
used to fit the single crystal indium data. The result 
was Ei(g = 0.09 ev and £ 2^  = 0.48 ev with a reduced 
chi-squared of 0.818. It is clear that the data prefer 
a three-state model to a two-state one, although it 
would be difficult in this case to assign physical 
significance to this model.
An unresolved divacancy contribution cannot be ruled 
out, since this would bring the desired effect of 
simultaneously lowering both the value of Ey, thus 
increasing the vacancy concentration at the melting 
temperature, and A%y, thus reducing the abnormally high 
trapping rate. On the other hand it is difficult to 
imagine an appreciable divacancy concentration capable 
of positron trapping when the apparent monovacancy 
concentration deduced from Ey = 0.49 ev is so low. 
Either this value is in error by a large margin or we 
are already looking at divacancy effects, under the 
assumption that the trapping potential in a monovacancy 
in indium is not strong enough to trap positrons 
effectively. Both alternatives seem highly improbable 
since with an activation energy of self-diffusion of 
0.81 ev Ely would be expected to be in the range
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(0,4 - 0.5)ev while £2^ would be much higher; unless 
of course there is a high divacancy binding energy.
According to McKee and McMullen [144] both lifetime and
momentum measurements changes in several metals 
indicate the presence, above room temperature, of 
contributions in addition to static lattice expansion. 
As has been remarked in section (5.1.2) Stott and West 
[49] predict large contribution from lattice vibrations 
between lOOK and 300K which they expect to show 
non-linearity at both extremes of the temperature 
scale. In the absence of a quantitative model 
describing this non-linear behaviour at high 
temperatures (a crucial criterion in determining the 
extrapolated contribution to be subtracted in order to
arrive at a true estimate of Ey) the value of (0.49 +
0 .0 2 ) ev found here should be appropriately viewed as 
an upper limit for the mono vacancy formation energy in 
indium. So should all similar values, with which it 
is in reasonable agreement, found by other groups [92] 
[137] [138] because the same criticism applies equally
to them. Unless, for some reason, in indium serious 
non-linearities affect positron trapping at high 
temperature, the vacancy concentration at the melting 
point appears remarkably below average compared with 
other metals ( ^ 10”^) yet at the same time it is 
associated with a higher than average specific trapping 
rate.
Triftshauser [137] shows momentum parameter curves for 
A1 and In which are flat above their melting points, 
and argues that under the assumption of saturation 
trapping thermal expansion has no influence on the 
annihilation characteristics of trapped positrons.
One wonders about the plausibility of using the 
reversed form of this argument to infer a possible, and
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as yet unaccounted for, saturation trapping in these 
metals at low temperatures since the F curves can be 
shown to be unquestionably flat below the onset of the 
prevacancy effect. It might prove after all that the 
model recently proposed by Smedskjaer etal [127] [145]
is correct. They claim that trapping in dislocations, 
of which no metal is free however annealed it is, plays 
a more important role, particularly at low temperature, 
than has been hitherto assumed.
5.2.3 Convolution
A model for the electron-momentum distribution composed 
of the superposition of an inverted parabola and 
Gaussian was convoluted with the resolution function 
and Fig (5.5) shows the result of the minimized 
parabola and Gaussian width parameters against 
temperature. The parabola width parameter has an 
average value of 15.9 channels (94 ev per channel) at 
room temperature which compares well with that for the 
polycrystalline sample and implies a Fermi energy of
8.74 ev in reasonable agreement with 8.63 ev the 
accepted Fermi energy for indium [131] [132]. At high
temperatures however where vacancy trapping dominates 
the parabola width parameter shows a gradual drop.
The Gaussian width parameter starts from about 23.7 
channels at the low temperature, but shows a steep 
decrease in the vacancy region (above 320)*K). Near 
the melting temperature it is about 20.5 channels. The 
percentage of the parabolic component is shown in Fig 
(5.6) and it rises from about 57.5% at low temperatures 
to 61.8% near the melting temperature.
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It was, however, noticed that in the vacancy region the 
minimization (reflected in the reduced chi-squared) got 
progressively worse with increasing temperature. 
Assuming that the trapped positron contributes 
significantly to the momentum of the annihilating pair, 
an attempt was made to include the effective zero-point 
motion of the trapped positron by convoluting the 
measured resolution function with a Gaussian 
distribution of certain assumed width which was then 
observed. Fig (5.7) shows the result of such a 
procedure for a line taken at 416°K. The minimum in 
the reduced chi-squared occurs at a positron Gaussian 
width of about .28 Kev. In this minimization the 
electron Gaussian width parameter recovered from 20.5 
channels to 22.0 channels. While the parabola width 
dropped to 14.8 channels indicative of a local Fermi 
energy of 7.58 ev; the parabolic percentage went up 
65.8%.
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6 . Positron Annihilation in Tin
6.1 Sample Preparation
Two 15 mm x 15 mm x 1 mm pieces of 99.999% pure tin,
supplied by Metals Research, were etched in nitric
acid + alcohol and 0.1 ml -^approximately 0.1 mCi -
22
of carrier free NaCl solution was then evaporated 
directly onto the central region of the surfaces. The 
estimated diameter of the active area was 2 mm. The 
two pieces were then put together in sandwich 
configuration and wrapped in two layers of thin 
aluminium foil.
The sample was then mounted in the high temperature
cryostat and annealed at 450 K for 15 hours under a 
-6vacuum of 3x10 millibar. It was then cooled down 
slowly to room temperature in about 8 hours and
transferred to the low temperature cryostat. Under a 
-6 .vacuum of 4x10 millibar it was cooled down slowly to 
77 K and then data accumulation started.
6.2 The F- Curve
The F parameter vs temperature curve is shown in Fig 
(6.1). It appears flat to about 200*K and then it 
begins to rise slowly, almost linearly, until it reaches 
(400+10)* K above which the F- parameter shows a steeper 
slope that continues to 500*K. There is no indication 
of any saturation effect at the top end of this 
temperature range.
Kusmiss etal [l5l] in an early work remarked that upon 
melting the angular correlation curve in tin showed a 
change as apposed to metals like cadmium, lead, and 
indium that showed a large change prior to melting, but 
none upon melting.
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The data compare favourably with that of Lichtenbergefs 
[93] and Dedoussis etal [l52]. Although it is difficult 
to compare quantitatively data that employ different 
definitions of different line shape parameters, the 
overall change in Lichtenbergers W parameter 93 is 
about 0.0060, that in Dedoussis etal [l52] F- parameter 
is about 0.0063, while the data in Fig.(6.1) show an 
overall change of about 0.0067.
Evidence seems to converge that although line shape
changes in tin as a function of temperature appear
small, nevertheless they are quite distinguishable
and it is:not possible to attribute them to electronic
instabilities. During the course of this experiment
the systems stability was constantly monitored by the
103497 Kev gamma ray line of Ru and was found • .
satisfactory.
6.3 F- parameter analysis and discussion
As it happens tin is one of those metals that have not 
yet had their fair share of attention as far as the 
positron technique is concerned. The angular correlations 
for tin have been measured by Mogensen and Trumpy (153) 
and further analysed by Kontrym-Sznajd (154).
The result of the minimization for the data in Fig (6.1)
using the linear rise model is as follows
(a) = (0.56 ±  0.01)ev, = (8.00 i0.64)xl0^
F, = (0.39582 + 0.00044), = (0.40647 + 0.00063)
g = ( 28.0 + 3.6)xl0”®
with a reduced chi-squared of 0.907 and where the 
temperature dependence of F^ has been set equal to zero. 
The result of the minimization using the self-trapping 
model is as follows:
1 2 2
(b) = (0.52 + 0.02)ev, = (2.64 + 0.95)xl0^
Fg = ( 0 . 3 9 7 2 3  + 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 ) ,  = ( 0 . 4 0 6 9 1 + 0 . 0 0 0 7 3 )
Fst = (0.40243 + 0.00056), B = (7,25 + 1.17)xl0^
€ = (0.142 + 0.005)ev
with a reduced chi-squared of 0.763.
The proportion of trapped positrons at T = 500 K is
67% for case (a) and 63% for case (b).
The E^ value obtained from (a) compares well with the
0.56ev obtained from threshold temperature correlation
by Mackenzie etal (123) and Schulte and Campbell (138).
Dedoussis etal (152) obtained a value of (0.50 + 0.01)ev
from lifetime measurements and a value of (0.51 + 0.05)ev
from Doppler broadening measurements. Lichtenberger (93)
estimated E^ to be 0.53ev using the threshold temperature
correlation. These values are in reasonable agreement
with the energy of self-diffusion of (l.llev parallel to
the C-axis, 1.09ev perpendicular to the C-axis) in tin
as quoted by Peterson (72) from Coston etal (155).
If one assumes that the lifetime of free positrons in
tin is 215ps (152), then A^^ gives for the product of
the trapping rate and the entropy exponential factor
a value of (a) 3.7x10^^ S^, (b) 1 .2x1 0 ^^ from the
15 '^ ltwo models. This is to be compared with 1x10 S 
obtained by Dedoussis etal (152).
Seeger (28) quotes that the radius of the Sn^^ ion (0.71 À) 
is small compared with the half interatomic distances (1-51 A^  
&1.40 A°). Compared to lead where a Pb^^ ion has a 
radius of 0.84 A° and half an interatomic distance of
1.75 A ° , tin and lead are both considered narrow core 
metals.
With both metals being tetravalent one expects the high 
valence to favour the formation of a positron bound 
State.
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Nevertheless the monovacancy trapping effect is not
apparently evident in tin as it is in lead.
(\ qualitative explanation for the weak trapping effect
in tin has been suggested by Seeger (28). While the
v/9L.\x.w \C
monovacancy formationyin lead is 0.4, tin has\a 
monovacancy formation volume which is much smaller, 
about 0.25. i.e. similar to those found in alkali 
metals that show no trapping effect. Strong vacancy 
relaxation implies that.for a monovacancy in tin if 
the neighbouring ion cores relax inwards, they 
substantially reduce the charge to be screened by the 
conduction electrons thus resulting in a shallow 
trapping potential and a small positron-vacancy 
binding energy; an effect which counteracts the 
formation of a positron bound State. Seeger (28) quotes 
from Hodges (4) values of 5.2ev and 1.4ev for the 
trapping potential and the binding energy respectively 
+ of a positron in a vacancy in tin. However, these 
values have no immediate relevance since they are 
calculated in the "rigid" vacancy model and 
relaxation effects were not allowed for.
Tin is anomalous in that at the melting point its 
tracer self-diffusion coefficient is about three orders 
of magnitude smaller than that for most metals (155). 
Therefore if the monovacancy mobility near the melting 
point is the same as that for other metals and if one 
takes as 0.56ev then at 505 K is about exp(S/K)
X 2 .3x1 0  ^ i.e. the melting point vacancy concentration 
in tin is about two orders of magnitude smaller than 
in most metals. When judged by its vacancy concentration 
in thermal equilibrium, Seeger (28) classified tin as 
a metal that "melts too early".
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6.4 Convolution
The model dependent convolution technique outlined 
in section (3.6) was used in analysing the tin data. 
F i g (6.2) shows the variation of the parabola and 
Gaussian width parameters with temperature. A 
parabola width of 17.3 channels at room temperature 
gives a Fermi energy of 10,35ev which is in 
reasonable agreement with 10.2ev the accepted Fermi 
energy for tin (131) (132).
F i g (6-3) shows the variation of the parabolic 
percentage with temperature. It is almost a constant 
within the dispersion of the data except near the 
melting point where it rises slightly. An average 
value of 6 8 % is in good agreement with that quoted 
by Jackman etal (109) and Manninen etal (136).
There is no appreciable worsening of the reduced 
chi-squared at high temperatures and the result of 
the inclusion of an extra Gaussian function in the 
systems resolution is shown in Fig (6 .4). The 
required extra Gaussian for the best minimization is 
seen to be very narrow, nothing as significant as 
that found in Cadmium and Indium. This is again 
consistent with the result found by Jackman . etal 
(109). For a positron Gaussian width of 0.3 channels 
even at 500*K there is no significant change in the 
parabola and Gaussian width parameters or in the 
parabolic percentage.
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7. Positron Annihilation in Aluminium.
7.1 Sample Preparation
Two 11mm X 16mm pieces of 99.999% pure aluminium each
of 3.5mm thickness were produced by slicing an
aluminium ingot. They were etched in a solution of
equal volumes of concentrated hydrochloric acid and
nitric acid. They were then rendered as flat as
possible and the thickness of each piece reduced to
2mm and then etched again. 0 .1ml of carrier-free 
22
NaCl solution (0.94 mCi per ml) was then evaporated
centrally onto the surface of the two pieces. The
active area diameter was less than 3mm. The two
pieces were then made into a sandwich configuration
and wrapped by two layers of thin aluminium foil.
The sample was mounted in the high temperature cryostat
'*^6and annealed under a vacuum of 10 torr for 12 hours 
at 750°K. Over the next 12 hours it was then gradually 
cooled down to room temperature. Finally the sample 
was transferred to the low temperature cryostat and 
cooled down slowly to 77®K, the count rate was 
adjusted to 5 K Cps, and data accumulation started.
7.2 The F- Curve
The F- parameter vs temperature curve for aluminium is 
shown in Fig.(7.1). It appears flat up to (200 + 10)K 
above which it starts rising with a somewhat shallow 
slope. Above (500 + 20)K the slope becomes much 
steeper due to the onset of trapping in monovacancies. 
Although points above 800K tend to show a saturation 
effect, it is worth mentioning that when the sample 
was taken out after the high temperature run there 
was some contamination in the high temperature furnace.
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7.3 F- Parameter Analysis and Discussion
Of the group of trivalent metals aluminium has been 
studied most extensively (Berko and Plaskett(80),
Stroud and Ehrenreich(156), Okada etal(157), and 
Mader etal (158) ). Lynn (139)studied the Doppler 
broadened data in aluminium with a system of two Ge(Li)
detectors in coincidence. A peak-to-background ratio
5 2greater than 10 enabled them to observe the (IS)
core contribution. A considerable amount of
experimental data on C
available, Siegel(73).
 and E in aluminium is
V  V
The least-square minimization for the data in Fig (7.1) 
using the linear rise model above 185K is as follows:
(a) E^ = (0.68 + 0 .0 2 )ev, A^^ = (1 .7 4 ,+ 0 .8 )xl0 ^
- F. = 0.34325 + 0.00023, F = 0.35893 + 0.00018
■ r  —  I V  —
P = (19.0 + 1.9)xloG 
with a reduced chi-squared of 1.008. According to 
this minimization the proportion of trapped positrons 
at 900K is 96%.
The self-trapping model gives
(b) E^ = (0.58 + 0.02)ev, A^^ = (3.01 + 0.54)xl0^
F^ = 0.34412 + 0.00013, F^^ = 0.35967 + 0.00015
F.g^  = 0.34877 + 0.00093, B = (9.22 + 3.25)xlO^
Epsilo = (0.102 + 0.01)ev 
with a reduced chi-squared of 0.839.
The allowance of a linear temperature dependence in 
Fv has become a fashionable aspect of the application 
of the simple two State trapping model in recent work 
(29). A positive linear dependence in Fv usually
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results in a higher than average values, while a 
negative one results in lower E^ values with the 
constant having to compensate for this effect
in both cases. The improvement in the reduced chi- 
squared, though apparent, might not be physically 
significant since it is done at the expense of E^ 
and A^y. Experience seems to suggest that the end 
result of this approach is more likely to be nothing 
more than a computational artefact. The temperature 
dependence of in (a) and (b) has therefore been
set to zero.
Arponen etal (160) judged the possibility of detrapping 
in aluminium to be negligible. They estimated the 
positron-vacancy binding energy to be 2 ,6 ev, while 
Brandt(45) calculated it to be 6ev, Manninen etal (136) 
1.75ev, Mori(161) 0.8ev, and Hodges(4) obtained 2.0ev 
and 3.8ev with and without electron-electron correlation 
respectively.
The results for aluminium are numerous and generally
they are in reasonable agreement with respect to
both E and A . Mackee etal(10) found 0.66ev and 
15 HL1.2x10 S for E^ and v exp(S/K) respectively using 
angular correlation data, while Hall etal(162) found 
0.64ev and 0.8 x 10^^ from lifetime measurements.
Triftshauser(137) obtained 0.66ev and 0.6 x 10^^ 
by applying the two state trapping model to the peak 
counting rate in the angular correlation curves, while 
Kim etal (163) obtained 0.67ev and 1.7 x 10^^ S 
Dlubeck etal(164) found 0.68ev and 1.9 x 10^^ S^,
• 15
while Fluss etal(165) extracted 0.66ev and 0.8 x 10
from their lifetime measurements. These are to
15 -1
be compared with 0.68ev and 1.048 x 10 S found from 
the model fitting in (a). Hood and Schultz(29) work
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on Doppler broadened data in aluminium explored the 
parameter and range dependence of the minimization.
Stott(32) quoted Popovic etal (166) calculation for 
the temperature dependence of the vacancy formation 
energy and volume in aluminium using the' pseudo 
potentials. Both are shown in this treatment to 
decrease by about 30% over the 900K temperature 
range.
When the lifetime of free positrons in aluminium is assumed 
to be 166 ps (144) (167), and S^^ = 0.6K (28) (168) 
where K is the Boltzmann constant; then a trapping 
rate of 5.75 x 10^^ S^ and C^(Tm) = 4.26 x 10^ can 
be estimated from (a). These are to be compared with
4.3 X 10^^ S^ and 9 x 10^ quoted by Hood and McKee(110).
Quenching experiments have generally yielded somewhat.;.:^ 
higher values of E^; 0.69ev (169), 0#70 ev (170),
0.76ev (167). Siegel(73) deduced a total equilibrium 
vacancy concentration at the melting temperature of
9.4 X 10^, about 42% of which is in divacancies with
= 0.66ev, S^^ = o.7K, E^^ = 0.28ev and S^^ = -1.2K.
In view of the ongoing discourse concerning the 
divacancy contribution to the total vacancy concentration 
at high temperatures in aluminium (28)(72)(73), 
divacancy parameters were included in the linear rise 
model above 700K. The result of the minimization was
(c) E^ = 0.66ev, = 1.74 x 10^
Eg = 0.34324, = 0.35769
i  = 18.1 X 10®, " 0-36387
with a reduced chi-squared of 1.060. According to this
A^ = 1.33 X 10°, = O.OSev
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minimization at 930K 63.5% of the positrons are 
trapped in mono vacancies, 34.8% are trapped in 
divacancies, and 1 .8 % are still free.
Finally it is worth remarking that, as Hood etal (29) 
has demonstrated, although both the F and W parameter 
curves in aluminium show in general an overall 
S-shaped temperature dependence, their respective 
profiles are quite distinct in detail. When this is 
coupled with the observation that both parameters 
are definition-dependent and that the best-fit 
minimization is range dependent; it suggests that 
although the simple trapping model description at this 
stage appears adequate, it might conceivably prove 
incomplete. The simple trapping model can provide 
reasonable values but not sufficient description 
jof the temperature dependence of all the parameters 
involved in deriving these values.
1 3 3
7.4 Convolution
The model of a Gaussian and an inverted parabola was 
used to fit individual 511 Kev annihilation lines. At 
low temperatures the Gaussian has an average width 
of 25 channels while the parabola has a width of 18.8 
channels which gives a Fermi energy of 12.2ev, F i g (7.2) 
This is to be compared with ll,63ev, the accepted 
Fermi energy for aluminium (131) (132). Shizuma (116) 
found 11.89ev and 12,33ev for the same quantity.
The parabolic percentage. F i g (7.3), at the low 
temperatures has an average value of about 82%. Jackman 
etal (109) found the parabolic percentage in aluminium 
at 300K to be 83.2%, while Shizuma (116) using a model- 
independent deconvolution technique found it to be 
79.7%. Manninen etal(136) and Stott and West (49) 
both quoted a value of 83%.
The minimization above 500K (the vacancy threshold) 
provides an example in which the inadequacy of the 
model-dependent convolution technique is exposed,,and 
the correlation between the F- parameter and the 
parabolic percentage extracted in this fashion breaks 
down. While the F- parameter continues to rise above 
500K, the parabolic percentage declines with temperature 
at the expense of severe narrowing of the Gaussian 
width. Shizuma (116) anticipated the occurance of such 
a breakdown and cautioned against the application of 
this technique to a line profile if the intensity of 
one of the two functions to be used dominates. Jackman 
etal (109) found the same when they used a model 
dependent convolution programme on their deformed 
aluminium data and extracted a parabolic percentage of 
79.1% as opposed to 83.2% for annealed aluminium.
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It seems that the departure of the local electronic 
distribution at the vacancy and the relaxation of 
neighbouring ion cores with temperature can no longer 
be approximated satisfactorily by a perfect Gaussian 
and parabola. This departure manifests itself in a 
Gaussian whose width narrows rapidly from 25 channels 
to about 19 channels to resemble that of the parabola 
and thus the minimization ceases to have any physical 
significance aside from the numerical one reflected 
in the reduced chi-squared.
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8 . SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS.
Throughout the course of these experiments the 
the Deoppler broadening technique has been used 
exclusively. It is generally accepted that the 
positron-defect interaction has opened up new 
possibilities for investigating the electronic 
structure of defects as well as their 
concentration. Monitoring the positron behaviour 
in the metals studied between 4.2 K and their 
melting temperatures provided reasonable estimates 
of their vacancy formation energies and related 
parameters i.e. concentrations, trapping rates, 
in addition to the information obtained about 
positron-electron interactions below the vacancy 
threshold.
The sensitivity of the positron as an effective probe 
has been demonstrated in its ability to reveal 
different annihilation characteristics in single 
crystal samples as opposed to polycrystalline 
samples of the same metal. The anomalous low 
termperature effect“found in Cadmium is a genuine 
one; and if properly understood might hopefully 
clarify certain aspects of positron annihilation 
at low, as well as moderate, temperatures in 
annealed metals. It seems reasonable at this stage 
to interpret it as a trapping effect,which opens up 
the exciting possibility of positron trapping in one 
form or another at moderate temperatures in annealed 
metalslin general. However, additional experimental 
evidence is required to positively identify the 
nature of this phenomenon.
1 3 8
The capability of the technique when applied to 
annealing studies C(tT\not be over stressed. The 
positron is a highly effective probe that can 
provide information about annealing stages, and if 
a quantitative model can be formulated, a unique 
characterization of the different types of defects 
involved. If the positron zero point energy 
approach is exploited within the convolution 
technique, the possibility of binding energy studies 
might prove a promising field.of research.
There is not yet sufficient information on which 
generalization regarding the highttemperature 
features of positron annihilation in metals can 
be based. Different annihilation parameters seem 
to exhibit varying degrees of temperature 
dependence in metals near their melting temperatures. 
Nevertheless, despite the possible complex.origin 
of the high temperature features of positron data, 
a fairly general and useful description of the 
onset of vacancy effects on the annihilation 
parameters can be made in terms of the systematics 
of positron-vacancy interaction and the trapping 
model.
In view of the wealth of the available data, and the 
sometimes apparent divergence of different schools of 
thought in interpreting it, some criticism ought 
to be levelled against the model which is most 
frequently used in analysing it, the simple trapping 
model. The major assumption about the linear 
temperature dependence for free positrons persisting 
to the melting temperature, reflecting thermal 
expansion, usually overestimates Ev and is in need 
of revision. A second widely applied assumption
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is the use of a constant annihilation rate for \.VvÇ. 
free positron, whereas the very existence of the 
prevacancy effect reflected in a temperature 
dependent seems to contradict that.
Recent work in this laboratory has shown that the 
prevacancy effect in single crystal cadmium has 
a directional dependence. In light of such exciting 
and provocative material previous estimates of 
vacancy concentrations and formation energies 
in metals would need to be viewed with 
caution."A more complex theoretical 
description might be needed and the calculation 
might prove less straightforward than has been 
hitherto assumed. Nevertheless, because of the 
many inherently applications of the
positron technique, and its ability to provide 
information that might prove valuable in 
solving difficult problems in fields like radiation 
damage, one can only look forward to further 
developments in this relatively new and fast 
growing field of research.
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Doppler-broadening measurements have been made on the 511-keV photons resulting 
from positron annihilation in annealed and plastically deformed samples of indium, zinc, 
cadmium, and gold. Over the temperature range 4—400 K, distinctive features are ob­
served in each case. Studies with a single crystal of cadmium associate the features 
with defects at grain boundaries.
Uncertainty surrounds the behavior of positrons 
in m etals at low temperatures. At higher tem ­
peratures the trapping model, in which vacancies 
are assumed to trap positrons, has enjoyed some 
success; Arrhenius plots and values of vacancy 
formation energies (E„) have been reported (for 
review, see Seeger* and West^). At intermediate 
temperatures below the vacancy region, m easure­
ments §hpw that the annihilation parameters (for 
example F , defined in Rice-Evans, Hlaing, and 
Rees^) are a function of temperature; and the 
original interpretation based on thermal expan­
sions has been challenged by the observation in 
cadmium of two distinct subvacancy regions,^ 
and by models based on phonon-assisted dilata­
tions'* and self-trapping me ta stable states.’ At 
the Helsingor positron conference, August 1976, 
a Doppler-broadening study on 99.9999+% pure 
(6N) annealed indium® gave strong support to 
Seeger’s self-trapping model, but controversy 
reigned. However, subsequently v/e have failed 
to find evidence for self-trapping in 5N indium.^
As liquid helium temperatures are approached 
new effects have appeared; in amiealed cadmium 
and gold an unexpected rise in F  has been seen at 
the lowest temperatures,® but not in copper,®’*®
In addition, althougli it has long been known that 
defects in plastically deformed m etals trap posi­
trons,** it is  only recently that investigations of 
these phenomena at low temperatures have shown 
interesting featui’es.
In this Letter we present new Doppler-broaden­
ing measurements for a range of temperatures 
down to 4.2 K. A germanium detector with a r e ­
solving power of 1.15 keV at 514 keV has been 
employed to determine the shape of the 511-keV
annihilation y line. We have used a conventional 
F  parameter® defined by the ratio of the number 
of counts in a chosen central region of the line 
divided by the counts in the whole line. With this 
definition, F  is  linearly related to the number of 
positrons annihilating with the conduction e le c ­
trons and hence contributing the narrow parabolic 
component of the line. Each point in the figures 
corresponds to a line containing 900 000 counts. 
Simultaneous measurement of a control *®®Ru 497 -  
keV y ray has been instituted to a ssess  any e lec ­
tronic drift and to allow appropriate correction  
where necessary. A G parameter, sim ilar in 
conception to F , was applied to the 497-keV line, 
and runs corresponding to any significantly low 
values (rare) were rejected.
The samples were held in a cryostat (<400 K) 
and a furnace (>300 K), in a vacuum better than 
10“® Torr. The temperatures were controlled 
automatically, and in the cryostat a Aw'0.03%- 
Fe-Chrom el thermocouple was used.
Four polycrystalline m etals have been studied: 
indium, zinc, cadmium, and gold. C arrier-free  
®®NaCl positron sources were e\’aporated onto 
the central regions (<5 mm diameter) of two 
etched specimen disks (diameter >10 mm) which 
were then pressed in a sandwich configuration.
For the annealed samples, the respective pur­
ities, disk thicknesses, manufactui'ers, and an­
nealing conditions were In, 6N, 1.25-mm, Koch- 
Light, 8 h at 398 K plus 13 h at 373 K, 10“® Torr; 
Zn, 5N, 1.0 mm, Johnson-Mattliey, 8 h at 633 K, 
10“® Torr; Cd, 1.6 mm, 99.9996%, Johnson-Mat- 
tliey, 23 h at 514 K, 10“® Torr; Au, 0.75 mm,
5N,. Koch-Light, 21 h at 1000 K, 10“® Torr, 
Defects were introduced into the metals by plas-
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FIG, 1, Temperature dependence of the line-shape 
parameter F in annealed and deformed indium.
tic deformation, i .e ., compression at room tem ­
perature, except for indium and one cadmium 
sample which were compressed at 77 K and not 
allowed to warm up. The thickness reductions 
and final disk thicknesses were In, 40%; 1.5 mm; 
Zn, 3C%, 0.7 mm; Cd, 3C%, 1.6 mm; Au, 25%,
0.75 mm.
Oaformed z in c  d a ta  B
4.4
Typical s ta n d a rd  dev I a t ion
O
4.3
4.2
400 6002000
Temperature K 
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the line-shape 
parameter F in annealed and deformed zinc. After the 
acquisition of data A, the deformed sample was allowed 
to warm up to 293 K for 72 h prior to subsequent cool­
ing and collection of data B— partial annealing is ob­
served.
Annralrd cadmium 
D c f u r n n d  cadmium d a t a  A 
D e fo r m e d  cadmium d a t a  B
4.1
^ T yp ica l s ta n d a rd
4.0
U.
« •
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100 500 600200 300 400
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the line-shape 
parameter F  in annealed and deformed cadmium. For 
points iw,x) see text. Points {y ,z) were after a final- 
annealing, Cadmium single-crystal data are included.
In addition, a single-crystal (6N) specimen of 
cadmium has sim ilarly been studied at low tem ­
peratures. Supplied by Metals Research Ltd., 
after spark cutting, etching, and electropolishing, 
the two sandwich elements each had a diameter 
of 10 mm and thickness of 1.1 mm.
Figures 1 -4  show the line-narrowing parame­
ter T plotted as a function of temperature for tlie 
four m etals. Considering first the annealed sam ­
p les, at the higher temperatures the r ise  in the
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.1
O Deformed g o ld  
.  Annealed  g o ld  
^  Typical s ta n d a rd  devi
200 400 600
Temperature K
FIG, 4. Temperature dependence of the line-shape 
parameter F in annealed and deformed gold.
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parameter F  is  associated with the creation of 
single vacancies (but not seen in Fig. 4). Below 
this region an approximately linear slope is  ob­
served for a ll sam ples. At still lower tempera­
tures distinctive behavior is  noticed, the most 
dramatic being in cadmium where the curve flat­
tens at 130 K and r ise s  again below 70 K. A sim ­
ilar but sm aller r ise  is  seen in zinc below 40 K, 
and also in gold. On the other hand, in indium 
the graph appears flat over the range 4 to 120K 
— as was previously found in the case of copper.^ 
The precise measurements of Kubica and Stew- 
art^  ^ indicate that positrons thermalize in m etals, 
even at the lowest temperatures. Compared with 
the electrons the positron energies are therefore 
negligible. Of course, at these temperatures, 
the uncertainty principle im plies that the p osi­
tron wave function is  spread over ten or more 
lattice s ites .
Gold and copper are fee crystals, cadmium and 
zinc hep, and indium tetragonal. For annealed 
m etals, an important question is  whether the dif­
ferences in the figui'es can be attributed to the 
crystal structure. From the following table one 
can say that although gold and copper appear sim ­
ilar, compared to zinc the cadmium slope  ^ is  
anomalously high [where jP = jPo(l + i3T)].
In Zn Cd Au Cu
Approximate linear thermal expan­
sion coefficient (10'® KT 28 28 30 14 17
Slope ip) of intermediate linear
• region (10* ® KT') 54 39 112 28 32
For annealed c o p p e r w e  have found F  to be flat 
below about 270 K (N.B.: this is  not in agreement 
with Smedskjaer ei who, however, analyze 
second momenta o^), and we find a sim ilar flat r e ­
gion for gold (Fig. 4) below 250 K. Unlike our 
copper data, at the lowest temperatures (<40 K), 
in gold the line narrows; it also does so in zinc 
and to a marked degree in cadmium. It is  tempt­
ing to associate this increase in F  with the nega­
tive e?qpansion coefficients {a axis) of anisotropic 
cadmium and zinc below about 25 K, but this is  
unsatisfactory quantitatively and is  of no help in 
the case of gold. On the other hand the sugges­
tion® that positrons escape from the sample by 
channelling^^ within the grains is  unconvincing 
—e.g ., in cadmium, the conventional maximum 
range of positrons is  200 pm {R =0.407Er^ x^^ *®®; 
here Enïix = 0.545 MeV,^® which is  unlilicly to be 
increased to 1.5 mm, the sample thickness, by 
channelling.
Even in well-annealed sam ples, grain boundar­
ie s  exist—e.g ., in this zinc specimen, mici'o- 
graphs showed the grain diameters to range from  
20 to 300 pm with an average of 60 pm. It is  
known that positrons may be trapped in such 
boundaries^"’*®; whether they w ill be here w ill de­
pend on the average grain size , i .e ., the area of 
boundary, and whether a significant proportion 
of positrons would encounter a boundary. It is  
conceivable that at the lowest temperatures in 
cadmium and zinc, because of forces arising  
from the anisotropic expansions of neighboring 
randomly oriented grains, additional defects will 
appear at the boundaries and hence might con­
tribute to a larger F, However, this would not 
apply to gold. Alternatively, the shape of the po­
tential well (trap) may be important. MacKenzie*® 
has suggested that the increase in F  at the lowest 
temperatures implies that positrons are captured 
in shallow grain-boundary traps, and that the 
negative slope (dF/dT) indicates thermal detrap­
ping.
When the single-crystal data for cadmium are 
considered (Fig. 3). one sees  that F  is  indepen­
dent of temperature below 150 K. This demon­
strates that the low-temperature effect seen in 
annealed- cadmium must be associated with the 
trapping of positrons by defects in the grain 
boundaries. This conclusion would be in agree­
ment with the case of annealed indium (Fig. 1); 
the flatness of the data would be a-consequence 
of the large grain size, i .e .,  the relative absence 
of boundaries.
The curves for the deformed sam ples (Figs. 1 -  
4) again show distinctive features at the lowest 
temperatures. In both cadmium specim ens, and 
in zinc, a sharp increase in F  is  seen, whereas 
only a sm all negative slope occurs for indium, 
and apparently none in gold. (They are all revers­
ible.) The cadmium specimen (A) and probably 
the indium were kept below their recrystalliza­
tion temperatures and hence little annealing would 
be expected. On the other hand, the zinc and cad­
mium (B) were deformed at room temperature ' 
and hence many defects would have annealed out 
prior to insertion in the cryostat.
The data of cadmium (A) are especially informa­
tive. Apart from the unexplained r ise  in F  below 
25 K, one sees  a flat F  for 25-100 K implying a 
temperature-independent positron trapping rate. 
Above 100 K annealing comm ences, each point 
following the previous point by 2& hours. Point 
(IF) was taken immediately after the point at 200 
K; the fact that they both have the same F  sug-
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gcsts again a constant trapping rate for a sm aller 
concentration of defects. Point (X) followed point 
(320 K); this is remarkable. Even though T(320 
K) virtually equals the T(320 K, annealed) the 
large value of F{X) at 77 K indicates that a high 
proportion (perhaps >70%) of positrons are still 
trapped in defects. This suggests two distinct 
types of trap, one with F~ 4.01 and the other with 
F  between 3.82 and 3.86. It is not possible to say 
whether in the annealing process one type of trap 
(T = 4.01) changes into the other, or whether they 
are both present after the deformation and that 
the F = 4.01 traps dominate.
The steep prevacancy slope (dF/dT) of annealed 
cadmium in the range 100-350 K is  recognized 
as being extraordinary; its  elucidation should be 
helped by the observation that at 320 K, positrons 
annihilating in the annealed metal yield the same 
line parameter F  as those annihilating in defects.
In the case of cadmium (A), if 10C% trapping be 
assumed, the sharp fall in F  over the region 4 -  
25 K might indicate either changes in the electron  
environment within a defect, or changes in the 
proportions trapped by different types of defect. . 
An important question, for zinc and cadmium at 
least, is  whether the low temperature r ises  in F 
have the same cause in both annealed and de­
formed specimens. In this event, one must be­
ware: Because equations of the type F  =PFi + (1 
-  P)F^re normally Invoked,® sim ilar magnitudes 
of change in F  (e.g ., zinc) imply quite different 
trapped proportions. If the origin lie s  in thermal 
detrapping*® from, say, grain boundaries, which 
might indeed correspond to a larger F than, say, 
edge dislocations, it would be necessary to ex­
plain why traps containing a high concentration of 
conduction electrons, relative to core electrons, 
are so very shallow. Alternatively, if only par­
tial (<10C%) trapping is  occurring, the variation 
in F  might reflect a change in the trapping rate; 
then potential varriers®® and the contributions to 
diffusion rates of positron scattering on electrons, 
phonons, and crystal imperfections^* would have 
to be considered. Perhaps impurities or surface
annihilations play a part, Furtlier detailed work 
on many m etals is  required at these low tempera­
tures.
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ON THE TRAPPING RATE OF POSITRONS IN 
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Tlic trapping of ix)sitrons in annealed and plastically deformed samples of lead has been studied over the tempera­
ture range 4—100 K. The rate of trapping by defects has been found to be independent of temperature — a finding 
that supports the golden rule positron trapping model.
This letter demonstrates that the trapping rate o f  
positrons in plastically deformed lead is essentially in­
dependent of temperature over the range 4—100 K. In 
the theoretical debate, the evidence favours the quan­
tum mechanical trapping approach rather than the clas­
sical diffusion model.
It is well known that defects in metals, e.g. vacan­
cies [1], dislocations [2] and voids [3] , can trap posi­
trons. In the absence o f  defects, positrons annihilate 
in the metal with low-momentum conduction elec- 
trcms and with higlier-momentum inner core electrons, 
in characteristic proportions. Trapping alters these pro­
portions and tills fact has been exploited experimental­
ly to assess defect concentrations and defect param­
eters such as monovacancy formation energies, etc. 
[4—6].  In these studies positrons are assumed to ther- 
malise before annihilation [7] and hence their low en­
ergies are considered insignificant.
In the trapping model, the rate a  at which thermal- 
ised positrons are trapped by a unit concentration of 
defects is compared with the annihilation rate of  the 
positrons. The fraction of positrons trapped at annihi­
lation is given by
P =
oC/X 
1 + aC/X
where C, the concentration rate, is considered constant, 
and I/X is the positron lifetime. To assess the tempera­
ture dependence and allow a comparison with theory 
one may write a = OqT^ .
Experimentally, the first studies o f  the temperature 
dependence of the trapping rate, by vacancies in gold 
[8], found none (i.e.,% = 0); and in our laboratory, we 
have obtained no temperature dependence in plastical­
ly deformed copper over the range 77—273 K [9].
However, recently, in the lower temperature range 
4 —77 K, various dependencies have been observed in 
both annealed and deformed samples, e.g. in copper 
[10, 11], cadmium [12, 13], gold [12] and zinc [13]. 
It has proved difficult to distinguish any defect trap­
ping rate temperature dependence from other possible 
effects arising out o f  the characteristics o f  the metals.
In the present experiment the shape of the 511 keV 
annihilation line has been studied with a higli resolu­
tion (1.15 keV for the 514 keV ^^Sr line) germanium 
gamma ray detector. It is assumed that positrons 
quickly thermalise on entering the lead, and that the 
e~ momentum of the e + e“  pair causes a Doppler 
broadening o f  the annihilation line. It is well known 
[5, 6] that the line narrows when positrons are trapped 
in defects, and this can be expressed with the linear 
parameter F  = + (1 — P)F^ , where F  is a param­
eter, in our case defined in ref. [14], calculated for 
each 5 1 1 kcV peak containing 900 000 counts (each 
acquired in a two hour run).
The samples consisted of two lead discs, initially 
3.0 mm thick and 10 mm diameter, derived from 
Johnson—Mathey 99.9995% pure rod, etched in dilute 
nitric acid, which sandwiched a carrier-free 90 pC 
^^NaCI centrally and directly evaporated positron 
source. The samples were placed in a cryostat regu­
lated to within 1 K by an Oxford Instrument control­
ler in conjunction with a gold—iron thermocouple. To 
allow a full nucléation and growth of grains, the an­
nealing consisted of maintaining the specimen at 520 K 
for 42 hours below 10“ ^ torr. In lead, must defects 
anneal out rapidly at room temperature. Hence the de­
formed samples were prepared by compression at 77 K, 
and during the transfer into the cryostat the momen­
tary warm up did not exceed 120 K.
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Fig. 1. Tire variation of the F parameter with temperature for annealed, lightly deformed (A), and strongly deformed (B) specimens 
of lead.
In fig. 1, the variation of the F  parameter with tem­
perature is shown for three specimens. The lower set 
of points concerns the annealed sample which was as­
sumed to contain an insignificant number o f  defects 
with F  = F f  and F = 0. The upper set corresponds to a 
sample that had undergone a 15% compression 
(i.e. thickness reduction), and the intermediate set to 
a separate 5% compression. After another annealing 
the sample was later subjected to a 25% compression, 
and the value of  F  obtained from three points taken
at 77 K was 0.4141 ± 0.0005, Hence the top set o f  
points virtually corresponds to saturation trapping,
i.e. F  = F^ and F  = 1. The intermediate set o f  points 
on the 5% sample would not be flat if the positron 
trapping rate were temperature dependent. In fact one 
sees an approximately fiat line yieldingx = —0.03 
± 0.02, i.e. no temperature dependence is observed.
Several theoretical models have been proposed. 
Classically, a dependence for the vacancy trapping 
rate was predicted by Connors and West [15] for frce-
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ly propagating positrons; a rate was suggested
by Seeger [16] governed by the diffusion of  positrons 
arising from frequent scattering with acoustic phonons. 
Tins approach was extended by Frank and Seeger [17] 
who obtained the expression
o =
47rrf
_ J _ T \
where the positron diffusion coefficient D+ would be 
temperature dependent. represents a capture
rate. Brandt [18], who considered the effects o f  posi­
tron scattering on electrons, phonons and crystal im­
perfections, obtained a diffusion coefficient of the 
form:
An alternative quantum mechanical approach to 
trapping was initiated by Hodges [19] wjio found that 
the rate was independent o f  temperature. This result 
was supported by Bergersen and Taylor [20] for freely 
propagating positrons, and by McMullen and Hede 
[21] for strongly phonon-scatlered positrons in the 
weak trapping limit. In recent months temperature in­
dependence has been reasserted by Bergersen and 
McMullen [22] for dislocations with the hypothesis 
that excess energies are absorbed by electron—hole 
pair formation; and by McMullen [23] on the basis of  
estimates o f  positron densities at the defects and their 
dependence on temperature and positron-phonon 
scattering.
From fig. 1, one may observe that lead appears to 
be free o f  the extraneous trapping effects observed in 
other polycrystalline metals at low temperatures 
[ 1 0 -1 3 ] .  Tliis suggests deep traps dominate. Further­
more, the experiment finds an insignificant tempera­
ture dependence for the positron trapping rate in the 
range 4 K to 77 K. Although McMullen’s calculations 
[23], relating trapping rates to densities of untrapped 
positrons, are limited to a hydrogenic trapped state in 
a monovacancy it appears likely that the golden rule 
positron trapping theory can be extended to account 
for other defects. On the basis o f  the present results, 
we shall not be surprised if the extension o f  the theory
indicates a temperature independent trapping rate for 
dislocations.
It is a pleasure to thank Professor E.R. Dobbs for 
his interest and the Science Research Council for finan­
cial support. We are indebted to members of the 
computer staff. Dr. P. Pal, Mr. P. Taylor, Mr. J. Turner 
and Mr. C. Kirton for their advice and assistance. One 
of us (F. El K.) wishes to thank the Sudan Atomic 
Energy Commision for sponsorship.
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A bstract
The Doppler-broadening of the radiation from positrons annihilating in lead 
has been measured over the temperature range 4-2-600 K. The creation of m o n o ­
vacancies at the higher temperatures has been studied. O n  the basis of several 
hypotheses, including positron self-trapping and divacancy production, values of 
the monovacancy formation enthalpy have been estimated. The trapping of 
positrons by defects introduced by compression of the lead at 77 K  has been investi­
gated : complete annealing occurs before 300 K.
§ 1. INTRODUCTION
When positrons from a radioactive source enter a metal they rapidly 
thermalize (Carbotte and Arora 1967, Kubica and Stewart 1975). They 
survive with a mean lifetime (tj) of about 200 ps before they annihilate with 
an electron. Broadly, two possibilities exist : the free positron can annihilate 
with a conduction electron or with a (higher momentum) core electron. The 
relative proportions may be defined by a ratio jRf = A"cond/(^cond + -^core)- 
An annealed metal at a particular temperature will have a characteristic 
value of jRf. '
It is known that if defects are present in a lattice, for example, vacancies 
(McKee, Triftshauser and Stewart 1972), voids (Mogensen, Petersen, Cotterill 
and Hudson 1972) dislocations (Cotterill, Petersen, Trumpy and Traff 1972) 
or grain boundaries (Lyn, Ure and Byrne 1974), they are liable to trap positrons. 
At defects, geometrical distortions exist and the local electron environment is 
affected. Positrons may then experience an attractive potential and become 
bound. Thus when trapped positrons annihilate, the proportion of conduction- 
electron annihilation (F^) is likely to differ from R^ . The value of R^ will 
depend on the type of defect concerned.
In practice what happens is that a percentage of the incident positrons is 
trapped—depending on the concentration of defects (C), the positron diffusion, 
and the nature of the traps. It is often possible to determine R^ and in 
positron annihilation experiments ; and then, in defected specimens, measure­
ments of intermediate values of R  vdll indicate in a linear fashion the fraction 
of positrons trapped. These values may be used to assess changing concentra­
tions of defects.
In this experiment the characteristics of lead have been investigated. 
By observing the annihilations in annealed samples up to the melting point 
the thermal creation of vacancies has been measured and estimates of the
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monovacancy formation energy {E^ ) have been made. Also the declining 
concentration of defects, initially introduced into samples by plastic deforma­
tion, has been monitored during anneahng.
§ 2. E x p e r i m e n t a l  a p p r o a c h
The positron annihilation technique normally relies on one of three experi­
mental approaches (for reviews, see Seeger 1973 b, West 1973). The first is 
lifetime spectrometry. If, for example, a “^Na source be used, the emission of 
a positron is accompanied by the emission of a 1 28 MeV gamma-ray, and its 
subsequent annihilation is registered by the emergence of two 511 keV photons. 
A measurement of the delay interval with two scintillation counters yields 
information on local electron densities.
The second is the y-y angular-correlation method. The annihilation mass 
of the e+e~ pair appears as two 511 keV photons emerging in opposite directions. 
Small deviations from 180° in the laboratory frame give indications of trans­
verse momentum due to the energy of the annihilating electron—the thermal 
energy of the positron being negligible. Typically, two scintillation counters 
connected in coincidence are situated behind thin slits which sit on radial 
arms that can rotate about an axis through the specimen. The angular 
distributions are therefore localized electron-momentum distributions.
A third method, which has been adopted in the present experiment, is to 
study the shape of the 511 keV-annihilation-photon line with a high resolution 
detector (fig. 1). The momentum of the annihilating electron causes a Doppler- 
broadening of the lineshape. The photon energies are actually
E =mQC^ {\±v[2c),
Fig. 1
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The liquid helium cryostat and gamma-ray detector.
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where vj2 is the velocity component of the e+e~ centre of mass in the direction 
of emission of the two photons. To illustrate the magnitude of the effect : 
a 6 eV Fermi electron can cause a photon shift of up to 13  keV. In fig. 2 
one sees the response of a germanium detector to a monoenergetic 514 keV 
nuclear gamma-ray. The intrinsic linewidth of the measuring system at this 
energy, i.e. the full width at half maximum, is 1-15 keV. In addition, a 
typical annihilation 511 keV photon lineshape is plotted : the increased
width is the result of the Doppler-broadening. Although this method does 
not offer the fine resolving power of the angular correlation technique, its 
higher efficiency partially compensates for this because it allows faster measure­
ment with better statistics ; the method is therefore suitable for defect studies.
Fig. 2
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I
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A comparison of lineshapes. The intrinsic response of the detector system to a 
monoenergetic 514 keV gamma-ray from strontium 85 is shown. The wider 
511 keV annihilation line is a result of the Doppler-broadening of the radiation. 
(N.B. the peak positions have been adjusted to overlap.) ▼ =511 keV 
annihilation line ; #  =514 keV Sr-85 line.
. In the case of annihilations with conduction electrons it can be shown that 
the energy distribution of the photons is an inverted parabola centred at 
Fy =  extending to Ey = niQc\\ ±v-pl^ c) where is the Fermi velocity. 
On the other hand, annihilations with core electrons result in photon distribu­
tions that appear to be reasonably described by a Gaussian curve. Because
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the velocities of core electrons, on the average, exceed those of conduction 
electrons, the Gaussian curve is likely to be broader than the parabola.
Figure 3 shows how the line shape may be analysed in the two components. 
Sophisticated curve-fitting computer programmes are required to take account 
of the intrinsic resolution of the system, but reasonable minimized y^-fits are 
obtainable, and the areas of the Gaussian and parabolic components can be 
estimated within a few per cent.
Fig. 3
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A typical experimental annihilation line. Curve-fitting programmes allow for the 
intrinsic lineshape, and analyse the data into two components of parabolic 
and Gaussian form.
In practice it is convenient to use a simple parameter F  to indicate changes 
in the proportions of the components. F  is defined as the number of counts 
in a central region of the line divided by the counts in the whole line. This 
parameter is therefore merely the height of the peak ; it has the advantage over, 
say, the linewidth (ct^ ) because it is linearly related to R. Any narrowing (say) 
of the lineshape as a function of temperature would then be seen as an increase 
i nF.
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§ 3. T rappestg m o d e l
In the trapping model (e.g. see Seeger 1973 a, h) the therrnalized positron 
is assumed to diffuse through the metal until either it annihilates as a free 
particle, or it becomes trapped at a defect. If the number and lifetime of 
untrapped positrons are denoted by n^  and ( =  1/Af) ; and if it is assumed 
that there are different types of traps with atomic concentrations Cp positron
trapping rates op with numbers and lifetimes tj of trapped positrons
{ j  =  1, 2, ...), then the rate equations are
= — AfUj — ^  (TjCjnj^ + N , (1)
and
- ~ = -  AjWj- +  (2)
where the detrapping of positrons is assumed to be negligible, and where N  is 
the flux of incident positrons into the metal per unit time. In the steady state
^ ' = 0
dt
and
Hence we can calculate the fractions of annihilations that occur in the free and 
trapped states :
Pf = Af (Wf/iV) = s Y ^ , (3)
j
and
j
In experiments where it is hoped to monitor the concentration of defects 
as a function of temperature it is important to consider whether the trapping 
rate a per unit defect concentration varies with temperature. Frank and
Seeger (1974) and Seeger (1975) have recognized that the transition into a
bound state might be slow if the binding energy is large compared with the 
maximum phonon energies in the crystal, and after considering both the 
diffusive motion of the positron towards the trap and the overcoming of a 
barrier prior to trapping, they obtained for the trapping rate
477)", 
a  =  ■
where is the atomic volume, the capture radius, and k^ r^ ArQ the capture 
rate. The positron diffusion coefficient (P^) may be a function of temperature 
{T) ; indeed Seeger (1975) found a dependence for diffusion governed
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by acoustic phonon scattering, except at the lowest temperatures where it 
became temperature independent. However, the position is not clear : both 
theoretically and experimentally, conflicting results have been reported. Some 
recent theoretical work by McMullen (1977) has predicted that the positron 
trapping rate should be independent of temperature ; and we (Rice-Evans, 
Chaglar and El Khangi 1978 a) have confirmed this for defects in plastically 
deformed lead over the range 4-100 K. In the absence of convincing e\ddence 
to the contrary, determinations of monovacancy formation enthalpies (Hiv) 
usually assume that cr is temperature independent. Seeger (1973 b) estimated 
that the errors in would amount to 0 01, 0 02 and 0 03 eV for experiments 
with a maximum sensitivity at 300, 600 and 900 K, respectively : i.e. not large.
§ 4. M e a s u r e m e n t s
In the experiment the lead specimens were derived from 99-9995% pure rod 
from Johnson-Matthey. The samples consisted of lead discs, initially 3-00 mm 
thick and 10 mm diameter, which were etched in dilute nitric acid. The 
positron source, 90/xC, carrier-free ^^NaCl solution, was evaporated directly 
on to a central region of 3 mm diameter on one side of each of the two discs. 
The samples in a sandwich configuration were then mounted in a cryostat 
regulated to within 1 K  by an Oxford Instrument controller in conjunction 
with a gold-iron/chromel thermocouple (Rice-Evans, Hlaing and Chaglar 
1976 a). The annealed samples were conditioned by maintaining them in a 
furnace at 520 K for 42 hours in a vacuum below 10“® torr.
Three plastically deformed samples were prepared from annealed discs. 
The first (A) received a (20%) compression at room temperature, but as the 
results will show, the defects rapidly annealed out at this temperature. The 
second (B) received a 15% thickness reduction at 77 K ; care was taken to 
ensure the sample did not rise in temperature above 120 K in being swiftly 
(2 min) transferred to the cryostat. The third specimen (C) similarly received 
an intermediate (5%) compression.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the apparatus. At each temperature setting, 
the multichannel analyser accumulated pulses from the detector over a period 
of 2 hours. In this way each 511 keV photopeak contained approximately 
900 000 counts. Simultaneously, a source of monoenergetic 497 keV gamma- 
rays, i^ °®Ru, placed outside the cryostat, also contributed to the spectrum. 
The narrow 497 keV peak was used to monitor each run ; any significant 
electronic drift in the system would cause a broadening of this peak, and hence 
the run could be rejected.
The line parameter F , referred to in § 2, is defined in our customary fashion 
(Rice-Evans et aL 1976 b) ; here, it is the number of counts in the central 18 
channels divided by the counts in the whole line totalling 150 channels. In 
figs. 5 and 6, F  is plotted as a function of temperature, for annealed and 
deformed specimens.
Twenty years ago it was thought that the character of positron annihilation- 
radiation might be affected when a metal enters the superconducting state. 
Shafroth and Marcus (1956) found no evidence for this in lead in two-photon 
coincidence measurements ; and no significant change is here observed in the 
Doppler-broadening graphs at 7-2 K (figs. 5 and 6).
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Fig. 6
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F  values for the three deformed samples of lead, contrasted with those for the annealed 
sample. In data B, the sharp decline above 160 K shows the annealing of 
the defects. Some return points are shown : B1 was taken immediately 
after run B (140 K), B2 after B (260 K), B3 after B (390 K), and Cl after 
C(200 K).
§ 5. T h e r m a l  c r e a t i o n  o e  m o n o v a c a n c i e s
According to statistical thermodynamics (see Seeger 1973 a, b), the atomic 
concentration of vacancies in thermal equilibrium in a crystal is given by :
Giy =  exp ( -  G^ l^kT). (6)
The Gibbs free energy of monovacancy formation may be expressed as
=  (7)
where the enthalpy is the work done under conditions of constant tempera­
ture and pressure in creating a single vacancy in a crystal, keeping the total 
number of atoms in the crystal constant. The entropy of monovacancy
formation results from changes in the vibration spectrum of the crystal
associated with the introduction of a vacancy, and is positive. Hence
(8)
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The positron-annihilation-peak parameter F, referred to in the second 
section, may be used linearly to indicate the proportion of positrons trapped. 
For monovacancies, we write for a measured value of F  :
F = FtPt + F^^Pi„ (9)
where F^  corresponds to 100% positron annihilations in the free state, and Fy^y 
to 100% annihilations in the trapped state, with Ff + = i- We expect F-y^
to exceed Fj because positrons trapped in vacancies will be more hkely to
annihilate with conduction electrons. From (4) and (6) we have
and with (8) we obtain
y  = W  exp {Syylh) exp {-HyyjkT). (11)
In principle, the positron annihilation data can be fitted with this equation, 
and a value of Hy  ^determined. In fig. 5, the rise in F  for temperatures above 
430 K indicates the increasing concentration of vacancies, and hence the 
increasing number of positrons being trapped.
Two other clear features are seen. There is an almost linear rise in F  with 
temperature in the pre-vacancy region, 150—>430 K, and below 150 K the graph 
is flat. In fitting the high-temperature data ( > 430 K) an important question 
is whether the pre-vacancy slope in F  should be assumed to continue, and 
hence should be extrapolated and suitably accounted for.
Considerable controversy surrounds the interpretation of this pre-vacancy 
slope. Originally it was considered to be simply associated with changing 
electron densities as a result of thermal expansion. (Triftshauser and 
McGervey 1975, Jamieson, McKee and Stewart 1974). However, this explana­
tion has been thwarted by the discovery for cadmium by Lichtenberger, 
Schulte and MacKenzie (1975) that the slope did not continue as the tempera­
ture diminished. In lead too, there is a break : fig. 5 shows it to be at about 
150 K.
Another interpretation exists—but this too has been disputed (see § 7). 
The sensible approach would seem to be to fit the data in accord with the 
different models, and then to consider the differences in the calculated 
parameters.
With the assumption that the pre-vacancy slope essentially concerns the 
free positron in the lattice, we can write Ff =  Ff°(l -f jSF) for the region above 
150 K. Equation (11) becomes
F y { l - \ - ^ T ) - \ - F y y A e x ^  { - H y y j k T )
\ + A e x ^ { - H y y l k T )  •  ^ ^
This expression has been fitted to the curve for annealed lead (fig. 5) and 
the best values of the parameters are displayed in the table. It is assumed that 
Fyy is independent of temperature. The absence of a plateau at high tempera­
tures in fig. 5 almost certainly indicates either less than 100% trapping of
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The results of fitting the parameter F  for the annealed specimen of lead, according to
several theoretical models.
Analysis Ff (OK) Fiv (/a/A) exp {slk)
(eV)
(±0-02) 80 points
(1) Simple model 
Ff =  constant 
320->593 K
0-4003 0-4244 1-56x10® 0-51 1-18
(34 points)
(2) Monovacancies 
plus linear rise 
above 150 K
0-3929 0-4233 10-9x10® 0-60 1-05
(3) Monovacancies 
plus divacancies 
plus linear rise 
above 150 K
0-3929 0-4231 14-2x10® 0-61 1-07
(4) Monovacancies 
plus self-trapping
0-3963 0-4236 6-02 X 10® 0-56 1-16
(5) Monovacancies 
plus divacancies 
plus self-trapping
0-3963 0-4237 5-09 X 10® 0-56 1-03
positrons or, perhaps, increasing divacancy trapping. Although it is con­
ceivable that Fyy might vary with temperature, one would then expect other 
types of defect to show a similar variation. There is no evidence for this at 
low temperatures (see fig. 6).
§ 6. T h erm a l c re a tio n  o f  devacancies
In principle, neighbouring single vacancies may bind together to form 
divacancies. In an f.c.c. crystal with coordination number z there are 
possible orientations of such a nearest-neighbour divacancy. Thermodynamic 
arguments (see Seeger 1973 a, b, Nanao, Kuribayashi, Tanigawa and Doyama 
1973) allow one to write for the concentration of divacancies :
Cgv =  exp ( -  G^ ylkT), (13)
where the Gibbs free energy of divacancy formation is
0^y=H^, + TS^ ,. (14)
Ignoring higher vacancies, the total vacancy concentration
C  ^=  C',, +  2 0 „ . (15)
Introducing the Gibbs free energy of divacancy binding, we have
G , /  =  (16)
where the divacancy binding enthalpy is defined by
= (17)
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and the association entropy of divacancies is equated with the negative 
of the binding entropy
=  (ig)
Hence
C^ y = \z exp {àS^ ylk) exp [H^ y^ jkT){Cyyf. (19)
Intuitively, one would expect the larger volume of a divacancy to result in 
the photon hne shape parameter F^ y, corresponding to 100% trapping of 
positrons in di vacancies, being larger than Fyy. In this event one may analyse 
the data of fig. 5 to search for di vacancies.
Extending eqn. (9) to include divacancies (in accord with Nanao et al. 1973)
F  = FyPy + FyyPiy + F^yP^y (20)
and substituting eqns. (3), (4), (8), (13) and (14) :
Ff +  Fi^ (CTi^ Tf) exp (Syylk) ex^  {-HyyIkT)
________________+ F^ y{a^ yTy){zl2) exp {S^ yjk) ex^ {-H^yjkT)
1 + ((^ lyTf) exp {Syyjk) exp ( -  HyyJkT)
+ (o-2vrf)(2 / 2 ) exp {Sçyylk) exp {-H^yfkT)
where the trapping rates (cti.^ .) and (0 -2 )^ refer to monovacancies and di vacancies. 
This equation has been fitted to the data on the annealed specimen (fig. 5) and 
the results are displayed in the table.
§ 7. M e t a s t a b l e  s t a t e s  a n d  s e l f -t r a p p i n g
Lichtenberger et al. (1975) first observed for Cd that the pre-vacancy 
behaviour of F  cannot be correlated directly with thermal lattice expansion. 
This has also been noted in indium and gold (Rice-Evans, Chaglar and El 
Khangi 1978 b) ; and in the lead data (fig. 5) a significant change of slope is 
seen at about 150 K. In their discussion, Lichtenberger et al. argued that the 
intermediate sloping region might be the result of phonon-assisted trapping 
by transient dilatations.
An alternative explanation for the change of F  in the intermediate tempera­
ture region has been given by Seeger (1975). He suggested that a polarization 
of the lattice as a result of the strong positron interaction with acoustic phonons 
would cause the positron to be self-trapped in states of negative binding energy 
—i.e. metastable states. This would be analogous to Landau self-trapping of 
positive holes in ionic crystals, recently developed in the theory of polarons.
Specifically, Seeger concluded the probabihty (P^J for self-trapping will 
be given by
Fst(F) = ^ p-ips/2 exp [eM/kPy 
where e(/Co) is an energy given by
2 q 2
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where kq is an upper cut-off of the wavenumber, is the band mass, K  is 
a combination of elastic constants, is the positron deformation potential 
parameter ; and where
F =  (24)
3
Ü  is the atomic volume and vp v'j are the vibrational frequencies of the crystal 
with free or self-trapped positrons.
We have applied the self-trapping model to our measurements on lead. 
With the assumption that trapping by vacancies will always predominate,
one would expect the parameter F  to be related to Pg(. by
F = FivFly -I- (Ff(l — Fgt) + F8 t F —  (^5)
Hence we can write
l + Aexp(-H^^lkT) ■ ' ’
Theoretical arguments have been advanced against the possibihty of 
positrons being self-trapped. Leung, McMullen and Stott (1976) conceived of 
two sorts of positron self-trapping in metals :
(а) extended self-trapping, where the positron might be trapped by a 
weakly distorted lattice that has retained much of its periodic character ; 
and
(б) compact self-trapping, formed by a gross ionic re-arrangement of the 
lattice which destroys the periodic character.
They described extended self-trapping with an harmonic elastic continuum 
model but found that the positron-phonon coupling strength was inadequate 
by a factor of two or three for self-trapping to occur. As for compact self­
trapping, although energetically it might be possible in some metals, the ionic 
re-arrangements envisaged would require times considerably in excess of the 
positron hfetime (-^lO'^^s). Hence Leung et al. (1976) concluded that self­
trapping was imhkely to occur in metals.
Hodges and Trinkhaus (1976) have also investigated this problem : using 
lattice theory without a wavenumber cut-off, they found that for most metals 
the positron-lattice coupling strength somewhat below that necessary for 
self-trapping. However, lead is apparently one of the few cases where meta­
stable self-trapping is predicted.
In view of the unresolved nature of the argument, the sensible approach 
would appear to be to keep an open mind and to look for evidence in the data. 
We have, therefore, fitted our data on lead with the expression (26) ; the 
values are presented in § 8.
§ 8. R esults
The expressions derived in the previous sections have been fitted to the 
data by the University of London computer, using a least-squares minimization- 
routine. Reasonable results wore obtained in all cases, and they are shown in 
the table.
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In the first case, no assumptions were made for an underlying variation in 
Fp The simple model (eqn, (11)) was fitted to the points above 320 K.
In the second case, F y was taken as constant below 150 K, but for all 
temperatures above this a linear rise was accepted. With Fy = Fy^ {l T^), 
the calculated slope ^ = 53 x 10“® K“ .^
The third case was similar to the second, except that divacancies were 
sought in addition to monovacancies. In eqn. (21), with Ff =  Ff°(l-t-jST), 
the best values were 8^ =  53 x 10“® K“ ,^ =  70 x 10 ,^ Fg.p =  0 4235 and
= 0-044 eV.
In the fourth case, evidence for self-trapping (eqn. (26)), was sought. The 
best parameters were Fgt = 0-4026, e = 0-156 eV and F  = 21 x 10®
Finally, in the fifth case, both self-trapping and divacancies were allowed 
for. In eqn. (21), with F{ =  F(-|-(Fst —F f ) ( H - F “ F^®''^  exp (ejkT))-^ , the best 
values were Fg^ =  0-4026, Fg,^ =  0-4230, e =  0-148 eV, F  =  1-53x10®, A ^ y  =  
1-16 X 10®, and =  0-21 eV.
§ 9. C o n c l u s i o n s
An alternative method for determining vacancy formation energies is to 
compare dilatometric measurements with X-ray lattice measurements. Any 
differences detected in samples undergoing thermal expansion are attributable 
to the creation of vacancies : the monovacancy concentration at a given 
temperature T  is given by the expression
AW /8F ^
N  \Lq a^
where Lq and are values of length and lattice parameter at a low reference 
temperature Tq, and 8L and Sa are the increases associated with a rise in 
temperatures to T.
Feder and Nowick (1967) applied this technique to pure (5N) lead, choosing 
Tq =  20°C, and they obtained a vacancy concentration at the melting point of 
ANjN  =  1-7 X 10“ .^ They estimated the monovacancy formation energy to be 
0-49 ± 0-10 eV, and the formation entropy to be 0-7 ± 2-0 k.
Our simple analysis of points above 320 K gives a value for the mono­
vacancy formation energy of 0-51 + 0-02 eV. This is almost identical with the 
0-49 ± 0-03 eV obtained for lead by McKee et al. (1972) in a positron-annihilation 
angular-correlation experiment for a temperature range above 300 K. It is 
striking that both these values agree with the dilatometric value, although a 
rather large error, 0-1 eV, is quoted for the latter.
It is unfortunate that the dilatometric measurements were not extended 
below 20°C to observe whether anything analogous to the prevacancy rise is 
seen. Incidentally, the dilatometric data for cadmium (Feder and Nowick 
1972) give httle grounds for hope.
In cases (2) and (3) we have assumed the underlying linear rise is continued 
to high temperatures as one might expect if thermal expansion were the origin 
of the rise at intermediate temperatures. However, the flat graph for F  below 
150 K endows no confidence in this interpretation. And if the effects of 
thermal lattice expansion were significant we would not expect the discrepancy 
between the estimated 0-60 eV and the dilatometric value to be so large. We
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therefore remain sceptical, in spite of the quality of the fit to the data. One 
point to note is that the slope j8, 53 x 10“® K “ ,^ is nearly twice the coefficient 
of linear expansion, 28 x 10“® K “ .^
The self-trapping model is considered in cases (4) and (5). The resulting 
Hyy, 0-56 eV, is higher than the 0-49 eV dilatometer value but it is within the 
quoted error. Of course, positron self-trapping would not be seen in dilato­
meter experiments ; at any instant only one positron could exist in the sample ! 
The fit over the full range of 80 points is very reasonable. Hence on the basis 
of positron annihilation alone, we conclude that the self-trapping model is 
the most plausible, and hence the value of 0-56 ± 0-03 eV is best. After all it 
would be absurdly arbitrary just to take points above 320 K with a constant Fp
Case (5) includes provision for di vacancies. Although a fair fit is obtained, 
the estimated ratio of divacancies to monovacancies is not more than 0-3% 
at the melting point. This is hardly convincing.
There is a temptation to apply Occam’s razor to the positron annihilation 
results ; ‘ it is vain to do with more what can be done with fewer ’. In 
estimating mono vacancy formation energies one is faced with a dilemma : 
whether to believe the absolute, but relatively crude dilatometer measure­
ments, or alternatively, the sensitive, but somewhat insecure values obtained 
with the positron self-trapping model. For the present we would be wise to 
adopt a Cartesian position and await confirmation of the interpretation. 
Eventually there can be little doubt that the sensitive positron technique will 
be transcendent.
§ 10. A n n e a lin g  of deform ed  samples
Annealing experiments on electron-irradiated pure lead have been reported 
by Birtcher, Twin and Koehler (1974) and Schroeder and Schilling (1976). 
With electrical resistivity measurements, recovery stages 1-V concerning the 
migration and annihilation of vacancies and interstitials, have been investigated 
over temperatures ranging down to 1-5 K (for a review, see Schilhng and 
Sonnenberg 1973). They found that up to 50% of the radiation damage 
annealed out below 5 K.
The positron annihilation technique is valuable in the study of concentra­
tions of defects. For example, Petersen, Nielsen and Evans (1976) have 
identified the stages of isochronal annealing in plastically deformed molybdenum 
on the basis of hfetime and Doppler-broadening data.
The nature of a particular defect will be associated with a characteristic 
value of the parameter F. Hence a study of changing values of F  in the recovery 
stages of a defected sample can indicate the defects involved and their relative 
concentrations. For example, Hautojarvi, Vehanen and Mikhalenkov (1976) 
have shown that the traps in deformed iron at room temperature are dislocations.
In principle, one might expect each type of defect to have a characteristic 
Doppler lineshape ; hence a careful analysis of a single experimental line into 
components might reveal the relative concentrations if more than one type of 
defect were present. The method is not yet sufficiently refined to do this. 
Nevertheless, changes in defect concentrations—e.g. in annealing of disloca­
tions and in recrystallization—can be monitored in a sequence of lineshape 
measurements.
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In the present experiment, three plastically deformed lead samples have 
been studied. Unlike electron irradiation, compression results in high con­
centrations of a variety of defects, especially dislocations. The results are 
shown in fig. 6. Sample A was deformed at room temperature and one can 
see that virtually all the defects have rapidly disappeared. Specimens (B) 
and (C) were compressed at 77 K. The approach adopted was first to reduce 
the temperature to 4-2 K, and then to accumulate the photon spectrum over 
2 hour intervals, in a series of increasing temperatures. Twenty minutes were 
required between runs to record the data and raise the temperature to a new 
value.
Specimen B shows only the sKghtest annealing in the range up to 130 K ; 
thereafter the rate increases speecially above 200 K. The point (B2) at 77 K  
was taken immediately after the point (B, 260 K) ; incidentally, the equal 
values of F  suggest that our previous finding (Rice-Evans et al. 1978 a), that 
the positron trapping rate is independent of temperature, is valid up to 260 K. 
Complete recovery apparently occurs at about 300 K. The hghtly (5%) 
deformed specimen (C) shows a similar anneahng curve for a lower concentra­
tion of defects.
A fourth deformed sample was subjected to a 25% compression at 77 K. 
The resulting value of F  was 0 4141 at 77 K. When we compare this with 
F  =  0-4129 at 77 K for sample (B), we can conclude that the trapping of posi­
trons in sample (B) approaches saturation, i.e. 100%, at low temperatures.
One might expect in the anneahng curves to see some structure corres­
ponding to changes in the defects ; for example, clustering in a narrow tempera­
ture range might result in different F  values and this would become apparent 
in the graphs. However, in the present measurements it is possible that the 
statistical fluctuations are large enough to mask these effects. There can 
be httle doubt that positron annihnilation, and especially the Doppler- 
broadening technique, will in future be refined to allow an identification of 
defect categories and a close examination of their behaviour with rising 
temperatures.
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On the Temperature Dependence of'Positron Annihilation 
...in a Single Crystal of Cadmium ; : .1: : - •;
P. Rice-Evans, I. Chaglar and F.A.R. El Khangi, 
Department of Physics, Bedford College, University of London, 
Regent’s Park, London, NWl 4NS. Great Britain. 1 '
The Doppler-broadened photon spectra arising from positrons “ ^  “ 
annihilating in a single crystal of cadmium have been studied / [ 
over the temperature range from 4.2 K to its melting point.
A  comparison is made with data from annealed and deformed cadmium 
samples. Line-height parameters indicate peculiar behaviour at 
low temperatures and in the prevacancy region. Line shape ■’
analysis provides good evidence for zero-point motion of positrons 
trapped in vacancies.
' ( 1 ) '
In a recent paper we reported on Doppler-broadening positron—
annihilation measurements in polycrystalline cadmium for temperatures ranging 
from 4 K to 590 K. Many questions remained unresolved, and for clarifica­
tion we have turned’ our attention to .annihilation in a single cadmium 6 N 
crystal. ' . ^ V ,
The germanium detector has a resolution of 1.15'keV at 514 keV. ’ Each' 
point in the figures corresponds to a 511 keV line _ containing 900,000' cojipts, 
accumulated in two hours. After spark-cutting, etching and electropolishing, 
the two crystal elements sandwiching the directly deposited ^ ^NaCl each had . 
a diameter of 10 mm and thickness 1.1 mm. The line—height parameter F was 
defined in ' . ^
Figure 1 shows the F-parameter 
plotted over the full temperature 
range. A new feature emerges : a
definite plateau between 280 and 
310K. We have repeated this 
region several times: .Figure 2
shows thé plateau for'another run , 
with all points taken in the 
cryostat. The slope (3 = AF/F AT) 
of the approximately linear °
rise in the region 160-280K ' is 
17.5 10"^ i.e.'50%"greater ' '
than thé ^ corresponding slope . 
(11.2 X 10"^ K~^) found^in 
annealed polysrystalline 
cadmium  ^ although the overall 
magnitudes of the rise are similar. 
The.prevacancy effect therefore 
appears to be partially 
suppressed below 280K in thé 
polycrystal.* '
The existence of a plateau 
undermines one's faith in a 
prevacancy rise continuing in the 
vacancy region (2). The
4  10
5 e I  f - t r g p p , n g  f , l  
’yfi c a i  S t a n d a r d  de
c e J ISlTir
01 3 95
I 3 90
100 200 300 400
' ■ ' ■ ‘ ■ Temperature (K) -
Fig.1. The variation of F with 
temperature.
500 600
235
(X)=A ^ e x p  |j(x’-x)^/2a^R(x-x’)dx’ + y R(x“x*)dx'
Single crystal cadmium
236 - - . . - ,  X     - .
The self-trapping model appears more promising, although the angles of 
the plateau are a little sharp. With self-trapping employed in the fitting, 
the monovacancy formation energy (E^) is 0.40 ± 0 . 0 2  eV.
We performed our customary analysis of the line shapes into a Gaussian 
and a parabolic component by fitting the expression:
+0® , ; . . • ■-. ' 1/2^
(x’-x)^
2o^
/2 \ P
p
The fittings are satisfactory up to about 350K with x^/'^ about unity. 
The parameters of percentage parabola, Gaussian width and parabola width are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Above 350K % rises to 1.5 at 550K.
A worsening %^/v in the , - -
vacancy region might be due to the 
zero-point motion of positrons 
trapped in vacancies. For some 
points, at the highest 
temperatures with saturation 
trapping assumed, we have convo­
luted an additional Gaussian 
broadening function with our 
instrumental resolution, prior to 
the usual analysis. (With a 
similar approach, Jackman et al.
reduced their to 3.5.)
The best width (og) is given by 
the minimuniXVV. _ In Fig.5 we 
see X^ /'O reduced to unity with 
0y= 3.6 channels (at 94 eV/ 
channel). We take this to be a 
clear indication of zero-point 
motion. One needs to know the 
shape of the potential well 
that is the trap before one 
can give a proper physical
3-96
3-92
(£ 3-88
3-84
3-80
t t
160 200 1 240 280 320
, Temperature (k )
360
Fig.2. The variation of F over a 
limited range of temperature. A l l , 
points taken in the cryostat.
meaning to o^. If at the 
crudest level, one associated 
ag with the average positron 
kinetic energy when trapped, 
a value of about 0.4 eV results.
The fittings near 580K give 
new values for the parameters and these are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It is 
seen that both Oq  and op narrow slightly with increasing temperature. The 
percentage parabola change in the vacancy region from 45% to 59% is most 
significant when compared with the previous change of 45->51%. But the con­
ventional line shape parameter F (from which values of E^ are derived) is . 
proportional to the % parabola. In fact this itself is of no consequence . 
when the two-state trapping model is invoked. The underlying background, 
determined from the slope in the prevacancy region (e.g. Fluss et al 
is unaffected and E^ is unaltered. However the question of whether F 
(corresponding to the^rapped state) is a function of temperature is^ 
important for the proper determination of E^. In the near future we plan 
to improve our programming to include zero-point motion in regions of 
partial trapping. In principle, variations in the widths and a for
the trapped component may shed light on F^(T) and whether values for E^ _
),
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Fig.4. The percentage parabola for the 
simple (P+G) analysis. The high points 
near 580K include allowance for zero 
point motion.
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need to be redetermined.
We acknowledge a valuable conversation with Dr R.N.West,
%
1.6
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293 K
574 K
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0.9
Fig.5. The fitting x^/v plotted for 
various values of the extra Gaussian 
broadening function.
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Positron trapping by defects in polycrystalline cadmium has been 
investigated with Doppler broadening. The annihilation lines 
have been analysed into Gaussian and parabolic components with 
the additional feature of a Gaussian broadening applied to the 
intrinsic resolution function to account for zero-point motion of 
positrons in traps. The findings shed light on the nature of 
the defects. .
4.1
, /rinea fed cadmium ' -
Q Deformed cadmium data i . 
, Deformed .cadmium data B..'. f 
, Single crystal' cadmium^
^ ■’Typical standard deviation
In 1978 we reported on positron annihilation measurements on plastically 
deformed cadmium ' •« We presented Doppler-broadening line-height 
parameters (F) as a function of temperature for a number of cases.
We have always analysed our line shapes into Gaussian and parabolic 
components, but recently we have added an additional Gaussian broadening 
function to account for the zero-point motion of positrons in traps (for,- 
details see our paper on a single crystal of cadmium.at this Tokyo 
Conference). Tentatively^ we think our findings shed.light on some 
prevailing questions in positron > r O M  :
annihilation studies. J
Fig. 1 shows the variation of 
the F-parameter over the 
temperature-range 4-590K.—  Of— 4 
particular interest is the 
narrowing of the line (i.e. 
increase in F) below about 20K for 
both annealed and defected specimens.
This effect is little understood 
apart from the finding that it seems 
to disappear when the positrons -
annihilate in a single crystal.; .  ,
As already reported, ht least : 
two types of defect are seen in the , 
plastically deformed samples. .
When a sample is severely (50%) 
compressed at 77K, and not allowed 
to warm up, high values of R result 
(A). These begin to anneal out at 
about 150K, The graph of F descends 
to meet the annealed curve at about 
330K. If the sample is then cooled 
again, the value of F is roughly 
maintained (at X).
Also, if a sample be deformed 
at room temperature its F value is. . 
the same as an annealed sample at
4.0
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«
E
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Fig.l. Variation of.the line-height 
parameter as a function of temperature.
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this temperature. However, if this deformed sample is reduced in 
temperature a roughly horizontal line on the graph is followed down to X, 
rather than the diminishing line for the annealed sample. The horizontal 
nature of the line ZX, compared with the sloping annealed line, suggests 
saturation (100%) trapping. Clearly this defect must be different from the 
predominant defects produced by deformation at 77K.
We have analysed our spectral lines at a few points, basically into a 
Gaussian and a parabolic component. However, rather than rely on the 
intrinsic line shape obtained with a 514 keV gamma ray, we have convoluted 
the latter with a Gaussian function of various widths a (see Jackman et
The variation of the fitting %^/v as a function of is shown inal (2)).
Fig.2.
In the vacancy region (580K) a clear 
minimum is seen at oy ~ 3.8 channels (at 94 
eV/channel) in agreement with our findings 
in a cadmium single crystal. This we take i.g
to be due to zero-point motion of the 
positron within the trap.
A similar clear minimum is seen for 
the sample (A) deformed at 77K) at lOK, i.e. 1.4
Oy " 3.4. The similarity with vacancies 
is striking and prompts one to suggest that 
the defects in this sample have a point like 
structure - i.e. the positrons are localised 
to within one atomic cell. The flatter 
nature of the %^/v curve, and the lower 
value of Oy at the minimum %^/v, m i g h t ''' 
indicate less than 100% trapping. The 
latter might also account for the lower F, 
and indeed a preliminary assessment of the 
low temperature line shape parameters 
(parabola widths, etc.) tend to support
1.0
0.9
/10K
300K
580 K
this (i.e. Op and Oq are the same at both
O b
Fig.2. Fitting %^/v for 
various values of the 
Gaussian broadening, •
580K (Annealed) and lOK (defected Sample A).
The annealed sample at 90K shows■à 
clear minimum at Oy = 0. When the 
annealed sample is raised to 300K the 
minimum is flatter,and indeed it is 
similar in nature to the deformed sample (B). These flatter minima suggest 
a degree of localisation. In the deformed sample (B) line-dislocations 
might be responsible. In the annealed sample at the prevacancy temnerature ^
of 300K, the localisation might be due to self-trapping. Seeger }
predicted such a localisation. It is not clear whether the alternative model,.
of Stott and West ' Hoes predict localisation.
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